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& Apple Computer,Inc.
This manual and the software described in it are copyrighted, with all rights

reserved. Under the copyright laws, this marual may not be copied, in
whale or in part, without written consent of Apple, Underche law,
copying includes translating into another ianguage or format,

The Apple lego is a trademark of Apple Computer,Inc., registered in the
U.S. and ether countries. Use of the “keyboard” Appie logo (Option-
Shift-K} far commercial purposes without the prior written consent of
Apple may constitute trademark infringement and unfair competition in
violation of federal and state laws.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this manual is
accurate, Apple is not responsible for printing or clerical errors.

© 1993, Apple Computer, Inc.
| Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014-2084
(408) 996-1019

Apple, the Apple logo, AppleLink, LaserWriter, LocalTalk, Macintosh, and
StyleWriter are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries. The light bulb loge, MessagePad, and Newton
are trademarks of Apple Computer,Inc.

Adobe, AdobeIllustrater, Adobe Photoshop, and PostScript are
trademarls of Adobe Systems incorperated, which may be registered
in certain jusrisdictions.

America Online is a service mark of Quantum Computer Services, tne.

CompuServeis a service mark of CompuServe, Inc.

Duracell is a registered trademark of Duracell Inc.

Exposure is a registered trademark of Preferred Publishers, inc.
Gilt Sans is a registered trademark of the Monotype Corporation Pic.

Microsoft is a trademark, and ¥¥indows is a registered trademark, of
Microsoft Corporation.

QuarkXPressis a registered trademark of Quark,Inc.

SuperPaint is a registered trademark of Aidus Corporation.

Tektronix is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.

The Newton MessagePad contains
a processing unit designed by
Advanced RISC Machines, Utd.

Simultaneously published in the United States and Canada.

 

Mention of third-party products is far informational purposes only and
constitutes neither an endorsement nor a recommendation, Apple
assumes no responsibility with regard to the performance or use af
these products.
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Radio and television interference

The equipment described in this manual generates, uses, and can radiate
radio-frequency energy.If it is not installed and used properiy—thatis,
in strict accordance with Apple’s instructions—it may cause interference
with radio and television reception.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits fora
Class B digital device in accordance with the specifications in Partl5 of
FEC rules. These specifications are designed to provide reasonable
protection against such interference in a residential installation.
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur ina
particular installation. ,

You can determine whether your computer is causing interference by

turning it off, if the interference steps, it was probably caused by the
computer or one of the peripheral devices.

 
if your computer system does cause interference to radia or teleyision

reception, try to correct the interference by using one or moreof the
following measures:

a urn the television or radio antenna until the interference stops.

« Move the computer to one side or the other of the television
or radio.

as Move the computer farther away from the television or radio.
= Plug the computerinto an outlet that is on a different circuit from

the television or radio. (That is, make certain the device and the
television or radio are on circuits controlled by differenc circuit

breakers or fuses.)

If necessary, consult your Apple-authorized reseller or an experienced
radioftelevision technician for additional suggestions. You may find
helpful the following booklet, prepared by the Federal Communications
Commission: interference Handbook (stock number 004-000-00345-4).
This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402,

IMPORTANT Changes or modifications to this product not authorized by
Apple Computer,Inc. could yoid the FCC Certification and negate your
authority to operate the product.

This product was tested for FCC compliance under conditions that
included the use of shielded cables and connectors between system
components. {t is important thac you use shielded cables and connectors
to reduce the possibility of causing interference to radios, television
sets, and other electronic devices, For Apple peripheral devices, you can
obtain the proper shielded cables from your Apple-authorized reseller.

For non-Apple peripheral devices, contact the manufacturer or dealer
for assistance.
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IMPORTANT

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to
the following two conditions:

(|) this device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation,

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class B digital device in accordance with the specifications in Part 15 of
FCC rules. See instructions if interference to radio or television

reception is suspected,

BOC Class B Compliance This digital apparatus does not exceed the
Class B limits far radio noise emissions from digital apparatus set out in
the radio interference regulations of the Canadian Department of
Communications,

Observation des normes—Classe B Le présent appareil numérique
n'émet pas de bruits radioélectriques dépassant Jes limites applicables
aux appareils numériques de !a Classe B prescrites dans les reglaments
sur le brouillage radioélectrique édictés par le Ministére des
Communications du Canada.

(SULAESSeeS ARB (C OUT

TORE It ASAT HREI, CESARKid Eo PERE Le HLSBe
WiSA SSSR) CEMCALNEIEee Lee
SRBEPRTUS (VCCI) HEMILTB E

LOL. BERS Yd. FL EY 3 VSR L CHUaaL,
STomaha chat h et,

IRRAGE THE TIE LIK Y Pho ae Loo Bt,

10
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© HH & FF P EF

introduction

This handbookis a reference guide for the Newton
MessagePad device. It contains detailed instructions
about using Newton.

This book helps answerspecific questions. To learn the
fundamentals, read the MessagePad Setup Guide.

SAFETY, CARE, AMD MAINTENANCE

As you work with your Newton device, foliow these
safeguards to protect yourself and the device. Failure
to comply with these safeguards may cause injury and
resulting damage to the device may not be covered
by warranty.

= Take care not to break the glass screen. Don’t drop
Newton. Don’t subject it to any strong impact. Don't
put it into your back pocket, because if you sit onit,
the glass may break. Always store Newtonin a case
that has a stiff plate that can protect the screen.

» Don’t press too hard on the screen when writing,
drawing, or tapping buttons.

11
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Keep the device away from extreme heat. Don’t
leave it on the dashboard or in the trunk of a car or

near a heater.

Use the device only in environments where
the temperature is between 32° F and 104° F
(0° C-40° C).

Don’t leave the device anyplace that is extremely
dusty, damp, or wet.

Be careful not to scratch the screen. Use onlyplastic-
tipped pens intended for use with a touch-sensitive
screen. Don’t use ink pens or any other sharp object.

Never leave the card slot empty.If you haven't put a
storage or application cardin it, leave the plastic
protection card installed.

Turn off the device when you’re not usingit.

In normal circumstances, turn off Newton only by
using the power switch. To disconnect power
completely, unplug the adapter.

Always turn off Newton before changing the
batteries.

To avoid battery leakage or lost data, replace the
batteries as soon as they become weak (Ch, 23).

Clean the screen only with a soft dry cloth, Do not
use solvents.

Clean the painted surfaces only with isopropy!
alcohol (rubbing alcohol) and a soft dry cloth. Do not
use other solvents.

Keep the ports covered when you’re not using them.

CHAPTER 1

12
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s Do not use cables that are frayed or otherwise
damaged. Hold a cable only by its connector—
the plug, not the cord—whenconnecting or
disconnecting it.

= Never force a connectorinto a port if the connector
and port do notjoin easily. Make sure that the
connector matches the port and thatit’s right side
up before you attach it.

€ARMG FOR BATTERIES

» Always handle batteries carefully.

un Whenreplacing the lithium backup battery, follow
the instructions in Chapter 23, Be especially careful
to insert the battery + side up asfailing to do so
could be hazardous.

» Do not short-circuit the battery terminals—thatis,
do not touch both terminals with a metal object.
Doing so may cause an explosion ora fire.

« Do not drop, puncture, disassemble, mutilate, or
incinerate the batteries.

» Recharge only rechargeable batteries, and then only
as directed in the manual.

s Do not leave batteries in hot locations.

INTRODUCTION 3

13
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Handwriting, Text, and Drawing

This chapter describes how to write and draw on
Newton. Here are the main features:

Unfilled notes
Original handwritten

textMetra,ry,
ne

Typed text-—_—_n

Original drawing~~

Recognized drawing _-

Recognizer buttons:

Te,
Teon amenrete,

 
 

Keyboarda
en

Undo button ae

14
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THE RECOGNIZER BUTTONS

You tap recognizer buttons to turn them on andoff.
While they’re on, they turn your handwriting into
text and clean up your drawings. Recognition is
controlled by settings in the Recognizers preferences
area, described later in this chapter.

You can turn the recognizer buttons on and off in these
combinations:

Best for recognizing|ATGtext fe

Best for cleaning up
drawings =

Most flexible

No ‘changes to
writing or shapes;
best for keeping
your original handwriting.

ARE]

4 CHAPTER 2

15
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LING THE TEXT AND SHAPE RECOGNIZERS

TEXT DRAWING

STEP EXAMPLE EXAMPLE
    

{ Turn on the [fA t]
appropriate on off on off
recognizer.

2 Write or draw.  

3 Check the result Hello.

4 if necessary, | Hello
correct or modify
the result.

Tap the word twice to correct it
(see the next section).

Tap the Undo button or delete the shape by scrubbing
It out (described later in this chapter)

 
 

 

WRITING AND DRAWING 7

16
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(GERECTING 3 MISINTERPRETED WORD On

CHAMGING IT BACK Th? HAMBWRITING

To correct a word, you can either tap it twice to see a
list of choices or change individualletters:

= ‘osee a correction list, tap the misinterpreted word
twice, and choose as follows:

If you see the
correct word,

tap ft_

if you want to
keep the original
handwritten<<"

form, tap It.

 
If you don't see the correct word, tap here to display
the keyboard (see the next section).

a To correct a word by changing individual letters, wait
until Newton interprets the word, then write the .
correct letter over the incorrect one. Correct only one
letter at a time,

= To change litter

to letter aesess
a 10 change live ANNEcco
to alive

8 CHAPTER 2

17
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LISING THE ON-SCREEN KEYBOARD

You can use the keyboard to correct misinterpreted
words, to “type” when you'd rather not write by
hand, and to add words to Newton’s wordlists.

To use the keyboard:

i Display the keyboard (see the next section).

2% Choose where you want to type. To add new text, tap
where tt should go. To replace existing text, select the
text you want to replace. See “Choosing Where to
Type”later in this chapter.

$ Type as you like,
and if requested,
decide whether to

add new words to

the wardlist. See

“Typing on the
On-Screen

Keyboard” later in
this chapter.

 
4 Close the keyboardby tapping the big X button. /

WRITING AND DRAWING 3
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Dismiaying the keyboard

You can display several different keyboards—a
typewriter keyboard, a telephone keypad, a
calculator keypad, or a special keypad for times and
dates. Newton makes an intelligent guess about
which keyboard you need.

You can display the keyboard in several ways:

uy Tap a
misinterpreted
word twice, then

tap the keyboard
butten in the

correction list thatwes
opens up."

 
Tap twice anywhere you want to enter text, including

the Notepad, the Name File, the Date Book, or any
blank you need to fill in.

 Tap the keyboard _. L2@a2y
button atthe

bottom of the Notepad. You can tap the keyboard
button repeatedly until you get the keyboard you want.

 

Choosing where

to dyn

i Move the

keyboard se you
can see where

you wart to type.
To move the.

keyboard, hold the pen on the gray border and drag it
where you want tt.

 

10 CHAPTER 2.
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2 Do one of the following:

a lo insert or add

new text, tapFr‘galud
where you want to

_ start typing. A blinking line will appear,
a loreplace
words, select t

(“Detail Selection”
later in this chapter).

 
 

a To move the

blinking line, efther
tap the arrowkeys
on the keyboard
or tap where you
want the blinking
line to be.

 

WRITING AND BRAWING ii

20
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Typing on the ar-acreen keyboard

Once you’ve chosen where you want to type (see the
previous section), tap the keys on the keyboard,
which workslike a standard computer keyboard.

This section describes the special features of the
keyboard.

For information about teaching Newton new words, see
“Adding to the Word List While Using the Keyboard’
later in this chapter.

For information

about the option
key, see “Entering ..
symbols and
Other Special
Characters’ later

in this chapter.
?

Tap this button to fi
review your word
list (‘Reviewing

Your List of Words" later in this chapter). |

 
Tap these arrows to move the blinking line!

Tap this X when you're finished using the keyboard.}

12 CHAPTER 2

21
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Here’s what the special keys on the keyboard do:

[>] (tab key) moves to the next text column.
caps capitalizes all letters until you tap it again.

shift capitalizes the next character you type.

option shows special characters; tapping option and then
shift shows more special characters.

arrows movetheblinkingline one character forward or
backward.

Le| {return) moves to the nextline.
def deletes the character to the left of the blinking line.

entering symbols and other special characters

Newton can’t recognize some special characters, but
you can use the on-screen keyboard to enter them.

Note Don’t add words with special characters to the
wordlist. Newton won't be able to recognize those

_ words when you write them by hand.

Yo UL can see speci al pry TeteNEcharacters by ELLLTTslei-1-|
tapping option... ela[efalzje][al[-]lel}

— PeggEETOLcore 
 
 
 

orby tapping |option and then leaps] AADOT1316168 2
tapping shift...__.._{ | aiaTitIALTT]

WRITING AND DAAWING 13
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How to enter some characters for non-English
alphabets:

FOR THIS CHARACTER TAP THIS 

4, ¢, i, 6, option + e + any vowel

fi, 4, 6 option + n + letter

4, €,1,06, 0, ¥ option + u + any vowel or y
a, 6,7, 6, a option + i + any vowel

a, s i, Oo, U option ++. + any vowel
 

Meding to the word list while using the keyboard

AS you type on the
keyboard, Newton |recs to see if t eae
already knows the | coedTeTeLeTTsTaDauword. If not, it asks filet e{v[b]alm{,]-[7]
if you want to add
the word to the

word list.

Here’s why you might want to say yes or no:

 

 

  
Yes Newton will be able to recognize the word in the

future. If you use this word frequently, you'll save
time.

No If you add many short words to the wordlist, it
siows down Newton’s text recognizer and increases
the chance of mistakes. If possible, avoid adding
abbreviations, initials, and acronyms that are only
two-letters jong.

14 CHAPTER 2

23
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The capitalization you use when you type the word
affects how it will be displayed on the screen whenit
is recognized:

= Wordsin all lowercase letters (for example, “jet’)
will be capitalized according to context.

a Words with the first letter capitalized (for example,
“Jet”) will always be capitalized.

a Wordswith all capital letters (for example, “JET”)
will always be displayed in all capitals.

Changing the keyboard heyout for diferent
countries

Different countries use different keyboard layouts. To
select a different layout, follow these steps:

i Tap this button to
open the Extras  Drawer,no

# Jap Prefs.P rnaeo7
0.

Prefs

4 Tap Locale...Locale

4 Tap Keyboard...
ae

Lecale

 Country Ts.ws ot
# Tap your choice of “gyre
keyboards. #8SperSize”L_British

WRITING AND DRAWING 1s

24
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hAASING

To erase, use a zigzag scrub mark, like a W.

Draw the zigzag
with sharp corners

You can draw the

zigzag in any of
these four

onentations,

 
Make eachline of

the zigzag about the same length.

The zigzag must have at least four lines, like a W, but it
may have more. The bigger the thing you're erasing,
the more lines the zigzag should have. Unless the thing
you want to erase is selected, you should cover at least
half of rt with the scrub mark.

Don't draw the scrub mark so ft loops or crosses
over Itself,

CHAPTER 2

25
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Here are some examples:

Scrubbing out a one word |
single word

Scrubbing out a many, words.
group of words (fF aka.time
the groupis wide, .
use a zigzag with morelines)

Scrubbing out a ‘N/whole shape v
Scrubbing out part ofa shape A
Scrubbing out a

numberof things
at once.

Scrubbing out a
selection (make
sure you begin the
scrub mark outside

the selection box

to avoid moving
the selection)

  
Scrubbing out a fiénd

single character .
(scrub four times over the character)

WRITING AND DRAWING i?

26
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INSERTIMGS SPACE

To insert space, draw markslike the ones shownin this

table. The top of the mark should be even with the
bottom of the letters.

BEFORE AFTER 

“.—Inserta

single space

/s__ Insert this
“& much space

“= Insert a
blank line

“  [nsert this

[se many blank
lines

“Break the
tag... line and
insert this

many blank
lines

a,word noose, «word

Bord eeste a word

fiest line
°s econd line  

firstline 
 

second line

lirst,line
secondfine 

second line

 

CHAPTER 2

27
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INSERTING TEXT

ed Insert enough Deere eee n eee ede tee De Ltn ye eeee ees

blank space forthe |...aword.
new text (see the | a
previous section).
Vyrite the new ve PITTtet ereneees coctccteestext. After a few “jahourword
moments, Newton

will remove any
extra space around the new word.

SELECTING THINGS

Before you manipulate text, shapes, or handwriting, you

To select using the

need to select them. To select things, you draw a
special highlighting mark in about the same way you
would use a pen to highlight things on a piece of
paper.

highlighting mark,
held the pen in
one place until you
see a heavy mark,
then move the pen to highlight things. The next two
sections give examples of selecting things.

 

WRITING AND DRAWING 19
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| Detall selection

To select individual words,lines, paragraphs, or parts of
drawings, use any of the following techniques:

  To select words, draw 4
the highlighting mark
across them.

IS AL Soe
eee paragraph paragraph —

 

To select text that’s

on more than one

line, draw the

highlighting mark
from the beginning
of the first word to

the end of the

last word.

 
 

To select several TAs is.another. TGECETIETT|
whole lines of text, We. short .

draw the highlighting paragraph paragraph
mark vertically
through the lines
of text.

  
 

To select lines in a

shape, draw
the highlighting mark
along the lines.

 

20 CHAPTER 2
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Box selection

To select groups of text or drawings, circle them with
the highlighting mark. It’s called box selection because
Newton puts a box around the things you select.

To put a box around
a paragraph, circle
it with the

highlighting mark.

To put a box around
a drawing, circle it
with the highlighting
mark

Note The highlighting mark doesn’t need to be very
close to the items you’re selecting, as long as it
encloses them completely and doesn’t enclose
anything else.

 
Selecting more than one thing
To select more than one thing in the same note, use

one of these two methods:

Circle everything
with the

highlighting mark.

Select one item at a

time. Other ttems

remain selected

when you select a
new item.

 

WRITING AND DRAWING 2|
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idseliecting everything FUTeeeLaLa Abelaodaerena ESE

 Tap briefly to ee
unselect ge®,(GEEEE .

a reverything.an > Bnguitondsacianeneserctth

CHANGING THE CAPITALIZATION OF WORDS

2 Select the word or words you want to change,

2 Draw a line through the word: upward for uppercase,
downward for lowercase, at the beginning of the word
for the first letter only, and in the middle of the word
for the whole word. Be careful to start the stroke

outside the selected text. Hereare some examples:

a to turn “apple”to “Apple” ‘in
a toturn “Apple” |fo “apple” SE
a to tum “apple”to “APPLE” ‘aE
a to turn “APPLE” EVNs
to “apple”

 
& Unselect the word by tapping outside ft.

az CHAPTER 2

31
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CHANGING THE STYLE OF TEXT

_ You can change thestyle and size of text in each
“paragraph.

yee Do one of the following:

a To changethe Nye
style of existing eee
text, select the text

you want to change
(described earlier in
this chapter).

a Io change the Apple
Style of the text20r
before starting a
new paragraph, make sure no text is selected.

# Tap this button to
open the Extras »
Drawer,"7 ~

 
 

wer

3 Tap the Styles
button,ef

Stiles

& If you want to move the Styles box, hold the pen on
the gray border and drag it where you like,,

® Tap your choices.}
| espn ¢ aE Sinple £310 i

& T. 7 es it Bold aap the X. Lt Fanay a eo £7: Underline io! a2) *

Note Changing the text style may change how the lines
of text break in a paragraph.

WRITING AND DRAWING 23
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(HANGING PARAGRAPH MARGINS

i Select the paragraph as explained in “Box Selection,”
earlier in this chapter.

 2 Dragtheleft or r ——right side of the icrethe scitae for re
box with the pen. -- "i ceee

INDENTING AMD Lsing TABS

You can indent a paragraph by leaving at least a half-
inch (1.3 cm) of space at the beginning of thefirst
line, This technique works with all paragraphs except
for the first one you write in any particular place. To
insert a tab in the first paragraph or anywhereelse,
display the keyboard and tap the tab key. (See “Using
the On-Screen Keyboard”earlier in this chapter.)

WRITING LISTS

To make a list, write a dash in front of each line.{if all
the lines of your list are shorter than half the width
of the screen, you may skip the dash.)

REMOVING EXTRA SPACE FROM PARAGRAPHS

} Select the paragraphs as explained in ‘Box Selection,”
earlier in this chapter.

@ [ap the border of
the box, eeecrscuerrsania,Slll aT afo vo oSoo DDD DD BBD oBoUODSDeVONo CCN 
 

24 CHAPTER 2
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DUPLICATING TEXT OR SHAPES

i Select the text or shapes you want to duplicate
(described earlier in this chapter).

2 Quickly tap the
selected item

twice in the same..—

place, but don’tlift
the pen after the
second tap.

 
2 Keeping the pen down, drag the item where you want

It to go.

MODIFYING SHAPES

i Put a selection box around the shapes you want to
modify.

2 Modify the shapes as follows:

 
= Drag the endof. ("Sinnaa
a line to moveit. hg Aleeeren 5.

= Drag the middle
to move the whole

drawing. f
a [rag a corner or edge of the box to stretch, shrink,
or distort the whole picture.
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CHANGING THE THICKNESS OF LINES AND SHAPES

3 Do one ofthe following:

a To change the
thickness of an

existing line or
shape, select it.

 
» lousea

different thickness

for what you're
about to draw,
make sure nothingIs selected.

 
# Tap this button to

open the Extras pe! ED
Drawer0

 

bUTLON,-

4 Tap your CHOICE. cena

® Simple 1 10 os He, f
: ‘Fancy £9 12 ey Lincte pliree 4

m18
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MOVING THINGS ON A PACE

§ Select what you want to move, as described earlierin
this chapter,

 

 
 

# Hold the pen
inside the selection2
and dragit where |
you like.

MOVING THINGS TO A DIFFERENT AREA

On Select what you All notes
want to move, as

described earlier in

this chapter,-—--—--~

2 Hold the pen
inside the selection

and drag it to the
top, left, or right of
the screen. The

Item becomes

small.

+ All notes
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3 Go where you want to put the Item.
 

 

 

4 Hold the pen on, @ Marchis93
‘, Thursday,Mar25 som &the small item at s J Ann's Birthday a3

the edge of the “Leer : 7
screen and dragtt
where you wantit.
The ttem expands.

  

Pew i eee ea eee a ees ete EA a eee ashame

Aw ZETIAeebeeet
Js
 

 
 

UNDOING CHANGES

If you make a
mistake or want to

cancel a recent

action, tap the
Undo button. You

can Undo your last two actions. The first tap undoes
the most recent action, The second tap undoes the
second most recent.
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SETTING WRITING OND DRAWING PREFERENCES

 
You can fine-tune ~ us

Newton's «* Personal
. * Date and Time

recognizers to * Locale
handle your own * Sounci
writing and 7 Sleep

. * Memory
drawing style by * Pen Alignment
setting these |* Recognizers

* Handwriting Style

preferences, DSnnd * Letter Styles
discussed in the * Handwriting Practice
next sections,
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Recognition preferences

Use the Recognition preferences to specify which
combinations of characters the text recognizer
should consider, and how the shape recognizerwill
modify shapes. Follow the steps to specify your
preferences; see the table after thesteps for a

_ description of the options.

| Tap here twice —»-ERYquickly to go to nid
the Recognizers
preferences area,

2 Check only the
options you need.
(See the following
table for Ej words nntin word lists

{ TY7 swords in word lirts
1 . foi = .

i Pf words with punctuationdescriptions.) . St weitej ut!

if telephone numbers
HW? dates

A times ofday

Tap here to retum Shape recognizer will:
af make shapes syrereteleal

to the original PTT sersighten curves
factory settings. 1¥f close shapes

| ~~ (Return to original sett mgs|

 
See “Reviewing
YourList of

Words" later in this chapter for details on this button,

30 CHAPTER 2
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PREFERENCE 
Words in wordlists

oN Compares handwritten words with Newton's
word lists

OFF Ignores word lists when recognizing text
Words notin wordlists

GN Allows combinations of characters not in the

word lists

arr Only considers words in the word lists; improves

speed andaccuracy
Words with punctuation

GN Includes punctuation marks in text. Newton

recognizes these marks:
7 Ne-R i OC} += S$ %@HEOFF CreventsNewton from misinterpreting small

drawings or punctuation marks
Numbers, telephone numbers, dates, and times of day

oN Recognizes these items in handwritten text, See
the Appendix for formats of dates and times.

FF Improves speed and accuracy when text doesn't

include these iterns 
Make shapes symmetrical

on Tries to make your shapes regular—helping you
draw things like squares

cee Doesn’t try to make your shapes regular.
Straighten curves

oe Interprets your shapes as having only straight
edges

arr Allows your shapes to have curves (such as
circles and arcs)

Close shapes
&n Tries to connect your shapes

OFF Does’t tryteto connecttyour shapes | 
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Handwriting Style preferences
Use Handwriting Style preferences to teach Newton

your writing style and to improve the speed and
accuracy of the text recognizer.

Follow these steps to specify your preferences; see the
list after the steps for a description of the options.

i Go to the Handwriting Style preferences area by
opening the Extras Drawer, tapping Prefs, then tapping
Handwriting Style.

Handwriting Style# Use the pen to
slide these

diamonds and.

mark these boxes

and buttons, as

explained below.

  
  
 
 

 
Rly handwriting style is

cy Cursive Only
i? Printed Only
@ Mined Cursive & Printed

 

 
hily urords are

  
  
 

SHES

widely spaced closely
 

Recognize my handwriting
Sabi lag sbi LaESP epRE

slowly, mere fast, lass
accurately aecurately  

 
 
 

Transform my handwriting
IBEAEEA HEC

mediately after a delay 

 LLConfigure for quest user{i

My handwriting style is Tap the button that best
describes how you write. “Cursive” means your
letters are connected, “Printed” means they are
separate. Unless your writing style is very consistent,
choose “Mixed.”

My words are Slide the diamond to indicate how close
together you write your words.

. Recognize my handwriting If you have neat handwriting
that the recognizer does well with, slide the diamond
toward the “fast”side. If the text recognizer makes
too many mistakes,slide it toward the “more
accurately”side.

32 CHAPTER 2
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Transform my handwriting If you prefer to see the
recognizer transform yourwriting quickly, slide the
diamond toward “immediately.” If your words are
broken into pieces when recognized,slide the
diamond toward “after a delay.”

Configure for guest user Before you let someone else
-use your Newton, tap this box to put a markin it. It
tells Newton not to use their writing style to analyze
yours. Whenyou start using your Newtonagain,
uncheck this box and Newton will remember your

handwriting style.

Letter Styles preferences

Use Letter Styles to tell Newton how you write specific
characters and to learn how to write letters so

Newton can recognize them.

Follow these steps to specify your preferences:

1 Make sure you've set your preference for printed and
cursive letters in the Handwriting Style preferences
area. (See the previous section.)

2 Go to the Letter Styles preferences area by opening

the Extras Drawer, ‘apping|Prefs, and then tapping
|etter Styles.
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$3 Make your choices.

a To indicate how you write the characters, tap a
letter form, watch how it's stroked, then tap
Sometimes or

Rarely to indicate
how often you
write ft this way.

Letter Styles  

  (If more than one (LOMeRnn wntEan
form is boxed,

your choice wil Te
affect all the forms

in the box.)

» [o see other lwerite this 'R': @ Sometimes <3 Rareby

characters, tap_—___[ [HSRELDH ah myameLOY
here. spfReturnveoriginalsettings] 
w Ifyou wish to _-
discard all the

Letter Styles preferences you've set and everything
Newton has learned about your handwriting, tap nere
to return to the original factory settings.

Mandwriting Practice preferences

Use Handwriting Practice to see how well Newton can
interpret your writing. By practicing in this area, you
may be able to change your writing style to improve
text recognition.

As you write in this area and elsewhere, Newton
analyzes your handwriting and uses the information
to make recognition faster and more accurate, After
about 150 words, Newton will be fully trained to
recognize your letters.
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Follow these steps to practice writing:

i Go to the Handwriting Practice preferences area by
opening the Extras Drawer, tapping Prefs, and then
tapping Handwriting Practice.

2 Write this word in the box Delow.,
1

Handwriting Praéitice
Write the word “uncle”:
 3 Walt a moment to

see how Newton
interprets the | nnCh
word. You can try
again with the
same ward by
tapping the box to
clearit.

 
  

 
 
 

 Word Matched Confidence in Wiatch
wneke 308a:
ute 2 es...
JeeEe yas  -*+2=::-

 

 

Fry a neu word that is recognized__

 
r

4 To try writing another ward, tap one of these buttons.

Understanding the percentage information
The percentage reflects Newton’s confidence in
its guess. When practicing, try to increase the
percentage of the correct choice while decreasing
the percentage of the second guess. The most
important thing is to have the correct guess first in
the list.

IMPROVING TEKT RECOGNITION

To help improve the speed and accuracy of Newton's
text recognition, try the following:

w Follow the hints for better handwriting (next
section).

x Tell Newton how fast it should interpret your
writing and how widely you space your words
(“Handwriting Style Preferences,” earlier in this
chapter}.
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= Allow Newton to learn your handwriting style as you
write by making sure the “Configure for guest user”
box is not checked. (“Handwriting Style
Preferences,” earlier in this chapter).

a Practice your handwriting(“Handwriting Practice
Preferences,” earlier in this chapter),

= Teach Newton how you draw yourletters (“Letter
Styles Preferences,” earlier in this chapter).

= Set your preferences as follows (“Recognition
Preferences,” earlier in this chapter): Turn on
“words in word lists” and turn off “words not in
word lists.” Turn off as many of the following as
possible: “numbers,” “telephone numbers,” “dates,”
and “times of day.” .

s Reviewing your list of words, which Newton uses to
recognize words. Removing words you don’t use—
especially short ones—speeds up recognition. To
save the effort of correcting words while you're
taking notes, add them to the wordlist ahead of time
(“Reviewing Your Word List”later in this chapter).

MINTS FOR BETTER HANDWRITING

a Write capital letters and tall letters (such as t and f)
so they use the whole height of the line. Other
letters should be haif as high.

w Put several characters’ width of space between
words.

a Write from left to right on the ruled lines.

= When dotting your i’s, keep the dot close to and
above the i. Make sure it doesn’t look like an accent

mark.
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a When you crosst’s, make sure you don’t cross any
othertall letters. Make the cross horizontal, not
slanted.

w Don’t crowd wordsat the edge of the screen.

a Make parentheses bigger than tall letters,

a Don’t go back to a letter you’ve already written to
improve it (except for dotting i’s and crossing t’s and
x’s).

« Don’t pausein the middle of writing a word.

» Keep punctuation close to the word.If it turns into a
letter, you're leaving too much space between the
word and the punctuation.

« Write colons and semicolons from top to bottom
and make them haif astall as capital letters.

a Write exclamation points the same sizeastall letters.

a Make slashes long and slanted.

MINTS FOR BETTER DRAWING

a To avoid having shapes mistaken for letters, turn off
the text recognizer while you’re drawing,

« To drawcircles, use a single stroke and make sure
the starting and ending points are close together.

a To draw lines at perpendicular angles, use two
separate strokes.

a To draw straight-edged polygons, you can use a
single stroke for the whole shape, stopping briefly at
each corner, or a separate line for each edge.

= To draw shapes that have both straight edges and
curves, use separate strokes for the curved lines and
the straight ones.
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REVISVAING YOUR LIST OF Woes

Every time you use the on-screen keyboard, Newton
checks whether the words you typearein its list of
words. If not, Newton asks if you want to add them
to the list so they can be recognized.

You can add wordsto thelist to ensure that Newton

can recognize them. But you may want to remove
words from time to time. The longer the list gets and
the more short wordsit contains, the more slowly
recognition works.

} Tap here twice ..~~Be wequickly to go to i
the Recognition
preferences,

# Tap this button. 
3 Review, add, and Ag Fert recognizer will recognize:

remove words as BY words in yeord lists
: DSP words net in word Iists

you like.

a To remove 3 rTr "geceoi5 ia TTT
word, tap it, then
tap Remove.

as lo adda word,

type it on the
keyboard, then tap 1
Add,

a Tomove toa

different part of
thelist, tap a
letter.

4 When you're | =|finished, tap the X. | | aa
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The capitalization of the words in the list affects how the
words will be displayed after recognition. See “Adding
to the Word List While Using the Keyboard” earlier in
this chapter.
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ANAADAG PARA ESLER LETS

Notepad

Use the Notepad to write and draw notes.

To print, $e nd, @Unfiled notes
delete, or duplicate [O°———_=
notes, tap here... Estimate:$4.19per

Write and draw

 

notes inthe line bocceecceecececeegeeeterete

area.

Start a new note bybeer
drawing a
separator har. the 4/1 deadfine

inesta - &

Tap here to organize | Meetat.46-CaThoun
notes by category_}--sfreet
(Ch. Tee PERoeOnn

ondear CityCenter
See more notes by ___.

tapping the arrows. |,@a.x

 
Seealist of all notes _—

by tapping the dot.

4l
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Ging TO THE NOTEFAD

The Notepadis #Unfilednotes
always open, @Monsr9 On
though it maybe |...Estimate:$4.19per
nidden underneath |PECen
other things.

Fosee the Notepad, |
you must close }Unfiled nares
everything else. To
close something,

tap these 51 Partlow Pond Road
a Fine, New York 13639

Bob Anderson 
VIEWING DIFDERENT NOTES

To see other notes

tap the arrows.
Tap up to see
alder notes; tap
down to see

newer ones.
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SERING SNO USING THE LIST OF NOTES

) To seealist of all

your notes, tap
the dot,ee 

2 Do one of the @Alinotes

following: Tha gf2b peu Estimate = $4.19 per...{= Suki sais welll muket,.,
Fri Re| « Soaie partson order?
a L. « Discount from V1 TFu Togotoa

particular note, tap --
its title,

x lociose the

list of notes, tap __
the X, ~

a» |osee more of

the list {if it’s
longer than one
screen}, tap the
arrows—the down ,
arrow Moves you
closer to the end

 

  
 

of the list,

NOTEPAD
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STARTING & NEW NOTE

You should start a new note for each new bit of

information. Newton works better with lots of short

notes, rather than a few long ones.

To begin a new note, |@rueseio
draw a line like this

all the way across
the screen...srt,

Coe

_sharonsaysweIlmake
the 4/1 deadline

— earrr

 

The line becomes a |@Tue 8710 ——__—n»m_—_—(J)

separator bar.|.Sharonsayswe'llmake.
(If it turns into a ~ “the.4/1 deadline
plain line, tap Que 87 1 0ei)BA
Undo and try
again.)

GETTING INFORMATION FROM THE SEPARATOR BAR

The separator bar at the top of each note gives you
information about the note.

Tap the @ to 506eeQTue B10eesFersonali) FA

more information, AsimforratiooffPoA ce
a“ f

Date and day the -7 tense3/2...ee/beeen|
note was createdccvenga foes

The folder the note ts stored in (visible only /
when viewing all folders; see Ch. 7).

When the note is stored on a storage card, the folder
button has a triangle inside ft.
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Here’s the information you get from tapping the @:

Date and time the @/ Tue 8/10/92 12:27 pm +1 bytes
note was created." # 

Amount of memory the note takes up, i

S.DDING INFORMATION TG A MOTE

 
 
 if you have enough #Untiled notes

room, write or om@nmton arg 

  
draw as you like. |...Estimate:$4.19per

ieceIf you need more. Pp Vevettaenseparatas ce Uw ate cee e eee eaten eee
room, use the pen
to move the

separator bar.

Hald the pen on
ihe bar and move

it down,

Sharonsay's we'llmake.
the 4/1 deadline

@tue a/fid Of

_Meetat46Cafhoun

    
  
 
 
 
cs__mear CityCenter_ 
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PRINTING, FAXING, SENDING, DELETING, AND
DUPLICATING MOTES

To print, fax, send, delete, or duplicate notes, use the
Action button:

i Tap the Action
button above the
 

  

  

 

@Uniiled notesMeera11a eee2 a 

 | Fax,

note you're Beam I...\ \ il

interested in. (The aaroom. 1 Duplicate |-..-
Action button

controls the note Pee eee ee ee ererta
below it.)

2 Proceed according
to the choices

below:

To print Tap Print
Note and see :

Chapter8.

To fax Tap Fax
and see Chapter 9,

To beam Jap
Beam and see

Chapter 10.

To send email Tap Mail and see Chapter ! |.

_sharonsayswe'llmake
the 4/1 deadline

@tuessto (Fi

_Meetat46Calhoun   
 

To duplicate Tap Duplicate. A copy ofthis note
appears at the end of the Notepad,

To defete Tap Delete. This note is erased. (Fo get it
back, tap Undo before doing anything else.)

46 CHAPTER 3
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Fxample To print a note in the form ofa letter, follow
these steps. (1} Go to the note that contains the letter;
(2) tap the Action button; (3) tap Print Note;
(4) choose the letter format; (5) proceed as described
in Chapter8. .

QITHER TOPICS GF INTEREST

a Writing and drawing, Chapter 2

= Moving text and pictures, Chapter 2

a Searching for words, Chapter 6

a Organizing and viewing notes by category, Chapter 7

u Making requests of the assistant, Chapter I5

« Moving notes to and from a storage card, Chapter 24

a Troubleshooting, Chapter 30
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c 8 & PF FF & KR

Name File

Use the Name File as an address book to store

addresses, phone numbers, and notes.

 
 
 
 

Organize cards by @Unfiled names

category (Ch, On Bob Anderson
Dial phone numbers 51 Partlow Pond Road

(Ch. 14). ~ He, New York 13639

Add a new card. ™~

| esos
Add notes or ch ange * _ J

information, Sts

See an alphabetical.
list of all the cards.

Print, send, duplicate. “
or delete the card,

Close the Name Fife.

49
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ScHneg TO THE Mane Five

Tap the Names
button to open
the NameFile." 

VIEWING THES CARDS

 
 

Tap the arrows to
see the cards one
at a time,

—

SEEING AND USING THE LIST OF NAMES

3 Tap the dot to
see a list ofall

the cards inthe
Name File  
a Tap aname to s @ Allnares. Ace Dot Cotipany 31S Safes=|
see Its card. MiJone Doe 617 555-1234

al v Hi 502 555-6244 |
em ap aphone “ie _agpr 203 595-6841 
 

numberto dial the
number (Ch, 14),-—

a lapaletter
to go to that part
of the list.

a lap the cot...
to return to the

cards.

or

 

HR
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ADDING & NEW NAME AND ADDRESS CARD

E Tap New,gp

2 Tap each area you want tofill in. Write in the box,
that opens (or tap twice in the box to use the j
keyboard). See the
notes that follow.

 
  

 
 
 

 

?tf

@Unfiled names

 
 

 

   

  

x Choose how to : oeENTSaces sncesersscrsaelartescensaeeel Hegel netincteeLtotasurgenerssasstaas , ages
alphabetize the bo A cmanmee
card, Tap “List by,” Peeteeeteaieesainaoi
then tap your

F Company

choice. Address ooh
“Ss crty .

hy State --
en oe
\ E-Wiail
\

4 Choose how the “ z
card should look, mehday ——

Tap Card Style, BLMZaNae arses
then tap your ‘a
choice.

& Retum to the cards: tap Show, then tap Card,

NAME FILE Sl
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Notes

a If YOU SEE 4.—ha
diamond in the

box you're filling in,
tap it to see
choices,

w If you want to use
a keyboard to
enter Information

(Ch. 2), tap twice
in any box. A
keyboard opens™.
automatically when
you tap E-Mail.

Company (=eEE
Address 4 3

ECSHI | JEL|city :“as|e.
Zip Code ff fe) 6/9
Countey Lx| #|E-Mail

Phone,

 
a For phone numbers,tap the diamond to indicate which

phone tt is—work, home, fax, or other. To record an
extension, write it next to the phone number.

“THREE WAYS TH LOOK AT A CARD

To change views, tap
Show, then tap the
view you want”

Card view showsthe

name, address, and

phone number.

52

| #Card
Card & Notes

ar’ er ALD Info

# Unfiled names 

Royce Walthrop
actatlgta

217 Crocker Lane
Hilledsie, 0H 44704

419 555-3545 H

| “Card |
Card & Notes

(7AI Info a Rallx)

 
CHAPTER 4
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Card & Notes view

shows the card

view plus an area
for you to write
notes,

All info view
showsail the

information on

the card, Use

this view to

change or add
information.

(Shortcut: you
can go to the All
Info view by
tapping the card
twice.)

@ Uniiled names

Royce Walthrap

217 Crocker Lane

Hillsdale, OH 44704

419 555-3545 4

_..exeellentprice.
BIDccceevee 
Kas.Tr.
First
Last
Trthe

Company
Address

tity
State

Zip Code
Country
E-Atail
Horr
Phone
Phone
Phone

Birthday

Card
¥Card & Notes

All info

@Uniied names

Royee
Walthrop

. 217 Crocker Lane |
 

Hillsdaie
OH
44704

419 555-3543

, Card aeeul*tirt by Card & Notes tyre
(yes “All into Al]

NAME FILE
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CHSNGING OF ADDING INFORMATION ON A CARE

# Go to the All Info view: Fap Show, then tap Al info,
for, as a shortcut,
tap the card
twice).

E-Mail -

Lee Phone

Sy,(800555-3543eemunnnenenn
2 Tap what you.”

want to change.
A box appears.

  

  
 
/|Birthday

List by
 

Zé
3 Delete and insert.“

text as usual

(Ch. 2),

Return to the Card view: tap Show, then tap Card

S.ODING AN VIEWING MOTES

§ Go to the ‘Card &

Notes” view: Tap
Show, then tap
"Card & Notes.”

  @Unfiled names

Royce Walthrop
FgagaagiaMiaNita 

 

 

 
aa

a

217 Crocker Larne
Hilisdale. 0H 44704

ceeee
ant

2 Write or draw in

the notes area,  
C#HAPTER 4
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CHALING A PHONE NUMBER

To dial a number, tap #Unfiled names

it, then follow the Royce Walthrop
instructions inPeteeegattngsting
Chapter |4..

me
217 Crocker Lane

me Hillsdale, OH 44704

]* 419 555-3543 H 
riINDING A CARD

You can look for a $Unfited names

card in any of Royce Walthrop
these ways: |etttttttite

| ai? Crocker Lane

7 ‘Tap Find, then. ] Hillsdede, OH 44704
write the name ~~.

you're looking for aDs85-3563 H
(Ch. 6), ms

x lap the arrows _
to look at cards

one ata time,<7

 
  

4

= Tap the dot to seealist of all the cards (described
earlier in this chapter).

NAME FILE 55
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PRINTING, SENDING, DUPLICATING, AND DELETING

LARS

OUnfiled jamesi Go to the card.

2 Tap the Action Royce Walthrop
Pagtagttataggagtaysaaggaynasoetages

button. You see a
} d al? Crocker Lane
list of things you Hilisdale, 0H 44704
can do, Sheer,cot

3 Tap your choice,
as follows: : pe

 
To print Tap Print Card and see Chapter 8. You can
print one card, all cards, all cards including notes, all
hames and phone numbers, of a summary ofall cards,

To fax Tap Fax and see Chapter ?,
To beam Jap Beam and see Chapter 10.

To send e-mail Tap Mail and see Chapter | I.

To duplicate Tap Duplicate. A copy ofthis card is
inserted immediately afer this one.

 To delete Tap Delete. This card is erased. (Tap Undo
to get ft back.)
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PRINTING THR WHOLE NAME File

To print the whole   : Printer Appte StyleWri ter
Name File, tap Oey single cara

| reviOus......p.geceamead (Cards :A mt (see P eVIOUS E Cards and notes print|(x) 3
1... Summary a

print slip, tap any

 

 

 
   

. of these formats.

QTHER TOPICS OF INTEREST

Writing and drawing, Chapter 2.

Organizing and viewing cards by category, Chapter 7.

Making requests to the assistant, Chapter|5.

Moving name cards to and from a storage card,
Chapter 24.

Troubleshooting, Chapter 30.
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££ H & F YT & R

Date Book:

Calendar and To Do List

The Date Book has two parts: a calendar for
appointments, anniversaries, and notes; and a daily
to-do list, which forwards unfinished items to the
current date.

GGING TO THE Date Boox

Tap the Dates
button to open
the Date Book.

When you open
the Date Book,

you see the Calendar.
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SWITCHING BETWEEN THE CALSHBAR.!AND THE
To Do Lisr

mu Togo tothe To Do
List, tap this button"
at the bottom ofthe

Calendar.

 

a» [ogo tothe
Calendar, tap this7
button at the bottem

ofthe To Do List.

 

SUMMARY Of THE CLALENDAR

 

 
NIGWEGORSINI AYweaccuasel apeammeeenmecconesWednesday,'Sep15!1 5

. _ i@anniversary.Write notes." ae

Make appointments.
(Timesin plain text”
are AM, Times in

bold are P.M.)

Print, send, or delete,

Teil Newton to

recognize text and,
shapes (Ch, 2). Ny

See a one-week

overview. Aena,

See more hours in
CE Day. erences
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SUMMARY OF THE Fo Bo List

 
View different days. Sd August 1993} ~e SidayAugTl smtow oe Fs

. jetEach to-do item has 1 eae ete leaps
1 i Pet ay 2G 26 27 Se
Its own marker. __ i239 3031

Check off

completed items.

Set prionties,7 ef ee
ce raesaA 

 
Use these markers

to move, erase, OFeb Feeae re eraaepe
add space to the Oo
item. Dee tere eee ee cee ee eee eee eet -4

Fell Newton to csetstttsttvieninniinininsevvaneens
recognize text and
shapes (Ch. 2)..--"7

 
See a week's worth

of to-de items. 2-7
a

See more items by tapping the arrows.

DATE BOOK él
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VIEWING DIFFERENT Days (CaLenpar, Ta Bo
LIST3

i Go to the Calendar or To Do List.

-& To see a date in the previous or next month, tap these
arrows.

2 To see a particular
day, tap that date. __ 
Note To return to

today's date, tap
this button.”
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YiIEWING A DISTANT DaTe (CALENRAR, To Deo
LIST}

To see a date several monthsin the past or the future,
you can use this shortcut (instead of repeatedly
tapping the arrows)

1 Go to the Calendar or To Dolist.

mi
:iMeiuwsta(Oo:wizaH=a

 
& Tap the year...

weinweetlTad=PetytunoeaewetdPomomworTMiiael

oe
Ye

mn=
22c

a
*asain

PototinmmCLEheeCeDtByggMICUaTotTOOLSRLea
a

falbeahge}oaBomo&—ttsaTTCeCu
October 1993

COLIaiN]Petewend)YouthINGUDrer]tLnlCachanwest)Cbao
+0sR2ors,eeSA=uUmORE

Ss

4weceaaioatowoRedts]sotrTbadd——hl

 
3 To see more

months, tap the
arrows at the

bottom of the

screen,

& Tap the date you~
want to see,

LagornpeToRymoheegeONEaTAgeSnesaORareelLO)eealteoy 
(PRES Ta Do Lise ff
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WiEWING SEVERAL DAYS AT A Tims (CALENDAR,
To De List}

To see several days at atime... ..select dates

nonzontally
WedTueMion

 

...or vertically

 

 

 

i

the month in the
..tap the name of

calendar.

vaiSs29E@~afl-=o>Bee—-&woo4=£585
w

oo@woooor®
KE

 

 
To see 8 months at atime...

 
..tap the year,

 SOLcucurereeCocroeUbeweshesweoohaNHowrtd

Jantary 1994
5 mtwt f s

weTOOLond8moraeeOTOCWL*neasounder,2adtatgeTMasiYcMOPaawaUecrn

 

4[-3WwW=Aat=u64
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To see a one-week agenda... ...tap the dot.

 {O:00 arn Staffileeting
200 pm Callbob

fon Be 1G:00 arr Fred te

T2306) pr Jack Guik
SOG pm Shannon Top

Tue 8S S30 am VWwalk-a-thon

S00 pra Redewmtg
WedS4 1200 pr lunch with Charl...

$00 pr Quality thre wit...
Tho5 S00 ana All day session

     
  
  

  
  

  

§ Go to the date

you wari
(described earlier
In this chapter).

2 if you don’t see
the time of day
you want, tap the
arrows at the

bottem of the

screen—plain text
for AM. bold text
for P.M,

 
3 Write the name of(SU

the appointment (yeas EAat(x)
next to its starting |
time. A vertical bar appears to mark the duration of
the appointment. (You may also draw a vertical jine
from the starting time to the ending time before you
write the appointment.)

See the following sections for other options:

a Adding Notes to an Appointment

a Setting an Alarm

a Making Events Repeat
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ADDING NOTES TO AN APPOINTMENT (C4&LENDAR)

 

  

 

i Tap this marker to.|agieiyseneing

open the | :
appointmentslip.

2 Write and draw :
notes in the lined . : ciate tad aerpevebed al en sdunrimatsacisutaiseseaveces scooters sees eal,

PN E:area,

2 Tap the X when
you're finished.

SETTING AN ALARM (CALENDAR)

You can set an alarm for an appointment or for a day
note (see “Day Notes”later in this chapter).

j Tap th i Ss marke ir to on 2 am ‘tesklystaffmestingreeeTaamaReketdatenny.=
O pen the germanmans
appointment stip. Posinvansiesieennnmannenmeanentinnnineimunaici-sn

2 Tap this button.sof 
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3 Tap the “Alarm
on” box to turn on

the alarm.

 
 

 

 Alaria on ‘fiof  ininutes novice
PS ge

[rrequency}{Delete)chugglapaoeat ahr 
a

4 Tap here to."”
choose whether you want the alarm to go off minutes,
hours, or days ahead of time. (Day note alarms always
go off at 9:00 AM., so it always says “days notice” for
day notes.)

‘§ To change the number, scrub out the 10 and write
how many minutes, hours, or days ahead of time the
alarm should go off. (If you want it to go off at the
starting time, write 0.)

& Tap the x.

Note if an alarm goes off while Newton is turned off,
Newton will turn on and display a reminder.

Mow dees the alarm netify me?

Whenthe alarm goesoff, a message appears on your
screen. Newton can also play a sound when the
alarm goesoff, if you turn on Sound Alarm Effects
in the Sound preferences area. (See Chapter |6.}

MAKING EVENTS REPEAT (CALENDAR)

F Tap this marker to.
open the
appointmentslip. é Tap this button od
in the box thatu—<"

appears.

DATE BOOK é&7
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% Tap one of these choices. See thelist that follows for
more details.

4 Look here for 3 Don't repeat
' Eerie veel

options related to Fveryother-weue (£3
your choice. EXECTOONneA
This box

summarizes your“||#ke¥ccona'vcsaaypaveveryone
choices,ce retrainntaiececeennermnsenintintettictenumernaid

& Ifthe meetings
only repeat for a te

limited time, write.
the date of the last meeting here.

 
& Tap the Xx

riow oftes) appointments repeat:
Every week For appointments that recur at the same

time every week. Select as many different days of the
week as youlike.

Every other week For appointments that recur at the
same time every other week. Select as many different
days of the week as you like.

Every month For appointments that happen at the same
time every month.

Every year For appointments that happen on the same
date every year,

Week in month For appointments that recur every
month, always on the same day of the week,for
example thefirst Friday of the month. Select which
week or weeks the appointment occurs on.
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Exariples of repeating events

Example Yearly
event on April
26th.

Example Wednesday
and Friday weekly
meeting until the
end of November.

Example Monthly
meeting on the
second Monday
each month.

DATE BOOK

 

<3 Don't repeat @ April
? Every week 

 

1234
: 5678 S404

‘aEveryother week 13 18 144848 19 12
2c} Every month 1520 21 22 23 2435

® Every year er 28 25 20
2"3 Velaak in noonth

sncuiencrgg
Snceeeececeneecncetnvenncnceneteegetctencteetntnecnecepseaneeveoni

Na reetings after

2" Den't repeat
Every week [3 Jaa] ¢} ee [t J 8

iy Ewary other week
+ Every month
1 Eyary year

on) Week in ranth

Every Wednesday and Friday

Noineexings after944-45)44

 

20 Den't repeat ETT tirst
3) Every weeks 17 second
? Evers other week iT third

wt fourth
“i best

7 Evers conth
ia Every year
es week in nienth:

Ime,ee

No meetings after
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CHANGING AN APPOINTMENT TIME (CALENDAR)

Change the starting time or length of
an appointment by

~ moving this."
marker, as described here:

To change the starting time Hold the pen on the
marker until it turns white, then moveit to the correct
time. To avoid waiting until the marker turns white, use

the pen to drag it to the right, then move it to the new
starting time.

To change the length of the appointment Drag the
bottom end of the marker to the correct ending time.

To change the date See “Moving Things to a Different
Date” |ater in this chapter.

- Note You can also change the time for an appointment

70

by tapping the marker, then writing the new starting
and ending times in the appointmentslip that opens.

C®HAPTER 5&5
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WRITING NOTES ON THE CALENDAR

You can add three kinds of notes to the Calendar:

s A day note, for Wednesday Sep1s©atemner f88
events such as_.-- slPivivcrsarynd
halidays that don't
happen at a
specific time, You
can Make day
notes repeat or set
a 9:00 AM. alarm

for them.  a A plain note,
which may include
text or shapes.

a A note attached toy r
an appointment.

See the next three

sections for details on creating these types of notes.

DATE BOOK 7)
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Day retes

§ Go to the day you want.

2 Write the note here. 

  
 3 Tap this bar to _

make the note

repeat or to set an
alarm, (See the
sections earlier in this chapter.)

September 1993
Weteesday, Sep is os mt witfos)i 1

Anniversary

 
 

 

 

You can set alarms for day notes, make them repeat,
and move them as you would an appointment.

FPiain netes

You can write or i

draw plain notes in he feetnesins
the nght half of the||Fe
calendar page." enhaven—

   
  Lunch

etEERIEapavortiit  
 

 
 

 
“

Notes attached to appointments

You can attach notes to an appointment by tapping rts
marker (described earlier in this chapter).
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OVERLAPPING APPOINTMENTS (CALENDAR)

You can set two appointments for overlapping times by
placing them side-by-side. There are two waysto do
this, as shown in the next two sections.

Draw & bar for the secend appointrient

i Create the first appointment as usual.

2 D raw a vert| cal line { a ApbeseDee Doerr overUeLAE ONNeeT TENN

 first appointment aging ceeseerineer
to mark the time ow...f vA ge .
for the second af.

appointment. 4"
Becceveeereyerseesvasettsyetyteeeseesieveniee

2 Write the name of Rg Tepethe appointment a mld
next to the marker

you just created.
Note You can add notes, set an alarm, or make the

appointment repeatjust like any other appointment.

Move the secand appointrient next to the first

i Create both Boo cecececesvatseversusestinesnttuttentecenvenee

appointments as We gvendormeetvgceereeseees

usual, but at ‘f
different times.

“ 1 2 1 .  @ Hold the pen on”
the marker until it

tums white, then
move it to the

correct time, but

te the right half of
the page.
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CREATING 4& TO-DO ITEh

i Go to the day you 8 BMYdulceanneTMLee

want in the To Do ERPa
2 Drawaline across oerrararnraerenranen iar

the screen to Devaeuuevegns beet eee ea peeve wean cae e cece eeeasPRECenPETE RAeee

create a new item.

2 Write the new

to-do item.

4 Tap the black boxa
to set the priority
of the to-do tem,

The highest
priority is |,

5 When youre finished with the To DoList, tap the
Calendar button. ,

call Pete 
 

ADDING TEXT TO A TO-0C3 ITEM

os Add more space  
 

BriveJoycefor the tem by “ EA@Order tickets for newBroadway show,
dragging the~~ next Saturdaynight
bottom end of the ¥
marker down,

& Write the additional text.
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CHECKING OFF A COMPLETED TO-DO rem

Mark the box by # and call Momtapping tam NE

SETTING PRIGHITIES (TO Bo List)

You can organize your to-do list according to
_ importance. You can assign each itemapriority (the

most important being “[”}, The most important
items are at the top.

To set the priority for an item, follow these steps:

Call Petei Tap the black
priority box next
to the ttem.  

@ Tap the priorty _
number you want. The number { is the highest priorty.

Use rHe DATE BOOK WITH THE ASSISTANT

(Catenpar, TO BS List}

If you write items that the Newton assistant can
understand (Ch. 15}, you can highlight the text
(Ch. 2) directly on the calendar or to-do list, then
tap the Assist button. The assistant will carry out
your request.

For example, if you write “Call Mom” on the to-dolist,
you can highlight the words and tap the Assist
button. lf “Mom”is in the NameFile, Newton will

dial her numberfor you.
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PIGYING THINGS TO A DIFFERENT DATE

{CALENDAS, TO De List}

There are two ways to move appointments or to-do
items, as described in the next two sections.

Muliole-day view rove

Use this method to move an item to another day when
you're viewing several days at once.

? Go to the month of.the calendar or to-do list to locate

the item you want to move.

Atatch 1994

# Select the days Mar21-Mar22 tee >
you want to move. 78 3101113
the appointment BASS 24 BE bea7 2e 25 30 31

from and to Man Tue

(described earlier9Fe
in this chapter). 10, $ Holdthepenon

the marker unitRENEE
turns white, thenen% Pesceeefetesnnn
drag It from one
day to the other.

 

Single-day view muve

§ Hold the pen on é. September 1993
the middie of the :

marker and drag tt
to the ieft, right, or
top edge of the
SCPC,in7

The item is

temporarily reduced to a single word at the edge of
the screen.
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£ Go to the date to October 1993

which you want to
move the rtem.

3 Drag the item to
the calendar or

to-do list,

 
ERASING THINGS (CALENDAR, TO Do List}

You can erase an item in two ways:

m SCPUD out theeee Weeklystaffmecting
marker next to tt.

 

a tap the marker.
then tap Delete in
the appointment
slip that opens...”

 
a

Note For repeating events, scrubbing erases only one
event.If you use the Delete button, Newton asks
whether you want to delete all or just one of them.
For events that don’t repeat, the two methods are
the same.

DATE BOOK 7
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ERASING CLD EVENTS ANP TO-2O rrems |

You can use this procedure to delete all items older
than a certain numberof days. Be careful, though,
because you cannot use the Undo button to bring
them back.

i Tap the Action.
button near the ~~
battom of the

screen. P

Print Appt, | 
 
 

 

 

2 Tap Delete.

f Delete meetings older than

: eadays
(Barta)|tobespenese eet

3 Scrub out the

number 30 and

write the number

you want.

 
  

4 Tap Delete.
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PRINTING, SENDING, &MO DELETING (CALENDAR,
To Do List}

You can print or send one item or many days’ itemsat
a time, depending on the format you choose. You
can beam only oneitem at a time.
 

i Goto the

Calendar or to -

the Fo Do List,

a Go to the wedebeeeeee eee be eee eee
beginning date you | geome _—

want. , [-
& Tap the Action.

button. ™

4 Proceed according
to these

Instructions:

To print Tap Print
and see Chapter8.

 
To fax Tap Fax
and see Chapter9,

To beam Jap Beam, tap the ttem you want
to beam in the list that is displayed, and see
Chapter 10.

To send e-mail Tap Mail and see ChapterIl.

For example, to print a calendar of Monday to Friday's
events: (1) Go to Monday in the calendar (2) tap the
Action button; (3) tap Print Appt; (4) chaose “Next 5 ~
days” from the list of formats; and (5) proceed as
instructed In Chapter 8.
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CPTHER TOMES OF INTEREST

a Writing and drawing, Chapter 2.

a Searching for words, Chapter6.

a Making requests to the assistant, Chapter I5.

= Troubleshooting, Chapter 30.
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DO eee veve teensedee

Finding

You can have Newton look for information in all areas

at once (such as the Notepad, NameFile, and Date
Book), or you can search only in the area you’re
looking at right now.

 WHAT YOU CAN SEARCH FOR

You can searchfor:

a whole words, such as “blue”

a thefirst letters of words, such as “bi”

= more than one wordat a time, such as “blue green.”
The order of the words doesn’t matter. Newton wil

take you to thefirst place that has both words,
whether or not they’re next to each other.

a dates (before and after)

87
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SSSROMING EVERYWHERE AT ONCE

i Tap Find.

 
2 Write the text you &

want to search for.6 @us 
3 Tap the All button.|peor

If Newton finds

the word only once,it displays where it was found.
If Newton finds the word in more than one place,it
Snowsaiist.._
Tap an item in thé-~
list to BO there... Natnes, 3 items

Bat = Guinn | Interzone * 

 
a,

If you don’t see ~ Bob « Robarts » Interzone»
what you're ” Babs wivalland = Norton Manic Park

\ Dates, | item
looking Call Bob
for, tap the X.

if you want to . NI
move ordelete all [fF
the items, tap here.. [4
IF you want to
move all the items

into the same

falder (Ch. 7),
hate c mmm nananenparaty

If Newton finds

more information

than fits on the - “S
screen, tap the a
down arrow to see more...”
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SEARCHING ONLY ONE ARES.

i Go to the area you want to search. To search the
Date Book, open it; to search the NameFile, open tt;
to search the Notepad, close everything else.

& fap Find.

 
$ Write the text you 5

want to search for._E @Loot

4 Tap the Findfia
button,

 

FINDING 33
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5 Check the resuits., @Unfiled names

a lf Newton finds a Bob Anderson
the word only ° :

oy: “~ 51 Partlow Pond Roadonce, It d isplays a“ Fine, Hew York 13639
where it was

found.  
a if Newton finds P=" E

the word in several

places, it displaysa fe jms
list. Tapan item in”
 

the list to see it. “ Unfiled names

Then tap the Bob Anderson
arrows to see the

other items one 51 Partlow Pond Road
Fine, Mew fork 13659

by one, or tap the
dot to see the list oT

again.
Thisig item 1. 2 items were found. 4 

& When you're finished, tap the X.
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SEARCHING BY BATE

If you want to find information created before or after
a certain date, follow these steps:

 

 
2 Tap the diamond.

 
 

3 Tap “dates before’’...... dates before
or “dates after.” ore dates after

4 Write a date, as

described in the |
Appendix.ieee f

5 Proceed as follows:

a [o search the current area, tap Find and continue as
described at the end of “Searching Only One Area.”

a [o search everywhere, tap All and continue as
described at the end of “Searching Everywhere at
Once,”

FINDING 8&5
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& H 4& F PF EF R

7

Folders

Just as you might put your papers for different projects
into different folders, so you can store some
information in folders on Newton. You can look at

one folder at a time orall folders at the same time.

PUTTING AN ITEM INTO A FOLDER

You can put Notepad notes or NameFile cards into
folders. You can’t put Date Book items into folders.

To put an item into a folder, follow these steps:

i Go to the note or card you want to put into a folder.

2 Tap the folder
button at the top
of the note or the bottom of the card.

b7
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File this note in_..

folder where you | Fe tore Untied)
want to file the Ea! ‘a Bisiess
iter, or Noneif Poi neonBop iscelaneous

you don't want to LS?Personat
file rt.
 

p (Eait Folders]
SEREDeters baboohLAUERLaioees naccned

4 Tap File to make
the change or tap the X to leave without making
any changes.

Note Whenyou're viewing all notes in the Notepad,
the separator bars show which folder each note is in.

PUTTING MANY ITEMS INTO A FOLDER AT ONCE

You can use the Find button to put a numberofrelated
notes and cards into a folder all at once.

i Tap the Find button to search for the items (Ch. 6)—
you can search everywhereor just one area,

#& Tap the folder button in the list of found items and
choose the folder you want, as described in the
previous section.
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LGGKING AT OME FOLOER GR AT ALL FGLOERS

 } Go to the Notepad or the NameFile,

2 lap the folder. = Saunenee
tab at the top Qed 7/14meenportant (} BA
of the note or

 
cared.

3 Tap the folder Dniiled notes
Business

you want to Inportant
open, or tap Miscellaneous

Personal
Unfilled to see
: +fAll notes
items that

aren't in any
folder, or tap Ali to see every em, no matter which
folderit's in.

The folder tab... erentneae ®haportant
shows which

foider you're in.

Notes

a If you create a new item while you're in a folder, the
new item will automatically be stored in that folder.If
you create a new item while looking atall your
folders at once, the new item goes into the Unfiled
folder.

a If you’re in a specific folder and move an item to a
different folder, the item will seem to disappear,
because it moves immediately to the other folder.

FOLDERS a?
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CREATING, DELETING, AND RENAMING FOLDERS

Newton comes with several folders already set up. You
can delete, rename, or add folders (up to a total of
12) by following these steps:

i Go to any note or any card,

2 Tap the folder _____,.button at the top Co
of the note er the bottom of the card.

3 Tap Edit Folders., Pile this note in

® None (Untitled)
2 Business

< inportant
cSMiscellaneous
et Personal 
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4 Make changes as you like:

= [0 delete a folder, tap its name, then scrub out the
name, (The itemsinside the folder aren't deleted. They
move to the Unfiled folder.)

 
To rename a oo
folder, tap Its OB lsiness
name, scrub out p> Tggportant
the name, ana
then write the new

name. {The items
in the folder

remain there.)

ISCOMANeOUSene

- Personal

» lo create a :

new folder, tap a. :
“_"then write the |

folder's name. :Rut

5 Jap the X when you're finished,"

FOLDERS 91
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A AADPee

Printing

 WHICH PRINTERS YOU CAN USE

= Apple personal printers, including StyleWriter
printers, the Personal LaserWrriter 300, and the
Personal LaserWriter LS

a Apple network printers, including most networkable
LaserWriter printers

a With the Newton Print Pack, you can use other
printers including the Epson LQ, Epson FX,
HP DeskJet, HP LaserJet, Canon Bubblejet and
printers that emulate them.
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CONNECTING MEWTON TO & PRINTER

Plug the printer into
Newton's

communication

Port 
To connect Newtonto a personal printer, such as a

StyleWriter or the Personal LaserWriter 300, plug
one end of the printer cable into Newton’s
communication port and the other end into the
printer.

To connect Newton to a network printer, plug a
LocalTalk box into Newton and connectit to

another LocaiTalk box. The second LocalTalk box

can either be on the networkor plugged directly into
the printer.

Fo connect Newton to a non-Apple printer, follow the
instructions in the Newton Print Pack.

PREPARING TO PRET

a Fill in your information in the Personal preferences
area in the Extras Drawer (Ch. 17). The information
will be used in your return address when you print
memosorletters.

= Choosea papersize from the Locale preferences
area.

94 CHAPTER 8
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PRINTING

i Go to what you'd like to print, such as a note, a name
card, or something in the Date Book

2 Tap the ActionufPri
button, then tap
Print. (The exact
name of the Print

command

depends on what
area you're in.)

 Duplicate|
Delete
 

2 Tap Printer.
(see the next pA Format Letter
section). vna

a

Printer Apple Style Writer 
 

 

a

4 Tap Format-~
and choose a format (described later in this chapter),

‘3 If you want to see what the pages will look like, tap
Preview.

& Tap Print to send the item to the Out Box.

# Print the item or

leave the Out Box. _
: * Notepad, Wed 414 72:71 pra

7 To print, Ready to Send
connect the | Fax, O items
printer, tap Send.
to see a list of

choices, then tap
Print in the list

(Ch. 13).
w Jo leave the

Qut Box, tap the X.

PRINTING
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CHOOSING THE PRIMTER TYPE

When you tell Newton to print something (see
previous section},Newton displays the printslip,
which you use to choose yourprinter, as described
in the next two sections.

Choosing a network printer

Page ¥Apple Stylevriter

Network printers...
Other printers...

2, Tap your printer's a
name if you see,ea
lf not, make sure you're connected to the network,
then tap “Network printers.”

 } Tap here to see
the list of printers..-"¥

 
 
 

 
 

+ Tap these arrows. f
to see more of the P<

* Fe 1 as a
list, p eabdn's homework

4 If your printer is in
a different network,
zone, tap here, °
then tap the zone
in the list that

appears.

§ Tap the nameof your printer!

& Tap “Use printer.”

96 CHAPTEA B
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Ceecsng & personal printer

i Jap here to see
the list of printers.-"f eroranise |”Networkprinters...

: Other pririters..,

 
 
  
 2 Tap yourprinter's...

name tf you see It.
If not, tap "Other
printers.”

4 if arrows appear Select a Printer:
here, tap them : Edane
to see more of E[PersonolLaceWriter 300

the list. : mon

4 Tap your printer.
(If you have a
Personal

LaserVyriter LS,

tap Personal LaserVVriter 300.)

 
Use printer :wpagaeneiss

& Tap “Use printer.”

PRINTING

101
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PORMATTING FHE INFORMATICR:

2

98

Tap Formatie
to seealist of

options. (The
options depend on
what you're printing.)

 

if you choose a
format that

requires an
addressee

(such as Memo
or Letter), fill in
the addressee’s

information, Ifthe addressee is in the NameFile, you
can write the first or last name, tap the diamond, then
tap the full name to copy the NameFile information
automatically.

 

102
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> # & P F & RF

Faxing

if you have a Newton fax modem, you can use Newton
to send faxes.

COMNECTING NewTon TO A FAX MOoEM

$ See your modem manual for connection instructions,

2 Plug the modem cable
into Newton's

communication

port.  

99
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PREPARATIONS FOR SENDING FAXES

= Goto the Personal preferences area andfill in your
personal information (Ch. 17), The information will
be used in your return address.

u Go to the Modem preferences area and set your
preferences:

Slide the diamond to indicate how loud the modem’s

speaker should be.

Tap here to
choose how long.
Newton should Wait for answer=1 tiinute

watt for the fax Require dial tone ie
machine to pick up 5 Pulse Dialing "one Dislng
at the other end of

theline.
 

Choose pulse or tone dialing.

Tap this box to unmark it if the madem shouldn't wait
for a dial tone, as with some PBX phone systems.

LISiNG THE ASSISTANT TO EMD A FAX

lf the text of the fax includes the recipient’s name, and
if the recipient has a fax number in the NameFile,
you can use the assistant as follows: select the name
(Ch, 2), tap the Assist button, tap Please, tap Fax,
then fill out the fax slip as explained in the next
section.

i100 SCHAPTEAR #3
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SENCHMEG A FAX

i Go to whai you'd like to fax, such as a note, a name
card, or something in the Date Book.

Note Text will be formatted as wide as the fax page.
Drawings and uninterpreted handwriting will be the
width of the Newton screen,

2 [ap the Action._.._—.[Print Nea
button, then tap."
Fax,   

 
 

Duplicate.
Delete
 

& Fill in the blanks. lf the recipient is in the NameFile,
you can write the first or last name, tap the diamond,
then tap the full.

automatically enter p00 Sttenement
the fax number.

i @ Format Flain

4 Tap this diamond.-¥} iCover page £3 Manual dialing
to choose howto ff #8

(See the next _.
section.) a

aw

§ Mark this boxif you want to send a cover page. To
add notes, see “Adding Cover Page Notes,” later in
this chapter.

& If you don't want the modem to dial the fax number,
tap the “Manual dialing’ box to mark it. (See “Manual
Dialing” later in this chapter.)

FAXING (03
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@ Ifyou want to see how the fax will look, tap Preview.

# Tap Options to set yourdialing options. (See “Calling
Options” in Chapter i4.}

®% Tap Fax to send the fax to the Out Box.

i Fax the item or leave the Out Box.

a 10 fax, connect

the modem,tap F Print, Giterns

 

Send, then tap Fax | } Fax, Vitem
in thelist of | Ratytosend
choices (Ch. 13). F Beam, O items

: Mail, Ditems
wn [0 leave the

Out Box, tap
the X.  

Porimatting @ fax

 
 
 

 i Tap Format to see...ES
a list of options.
(The options
depend on wnat
you're faxing.)

& lf you choose a
format that

requires an
addressee (such as
Memo or Letter},
fill in the

addressee's

information. lf the addresseeis in the NameFile, you
can write the first or last name, tap the diamond, then
tap the full name to copy the NameFile information
automatically,

 

12 CHAPTER 3
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Manual dialing

Sometimes you may need to dial the fax number
yourself, for example when asking an operator for a
particular extension. Follow these steps:

4 Connect your fax modem, Make sure a phoneis
connected to the same line. Gee your modem manual
for instructions.)

@ Follow the instructions in “Sending a Fax,” earlier in this
chapter. Be sure to mark the “Manual dialing” box.

¥ Dial the number on your phone and wait until you
hear a high-pitched carrier tone on the other end of
theline,

4 Tap the Fax button.

= Wait until you hear sounds from the modem speaker,
about 8 seconds.

& Hang up the phone,

Adding cover page netes

If you'd like to include a cover page, follow these steps:

i Mark this BOX.

  
2 Tap Notes. sn, Es,

fe Forma3 in the space that ~~ p@Pormat Letter
appears, write —
what you want on
the cover page,
then tap the X.

  n, EE Corer page ET] Rlaruatdialing
or

Grim  

FAXING 103
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Sending and Receiving
Beamed linformation

 
You can send information from one Newton to

another using an infrared beam. The Newton devices
should point directly at each other and should beless
than three feet (one meter) apart—closerin bright
sunlight.

ids
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BEAMING INFORMATION TO ANQTHER MewTroan

i Go to the information you'd like to send—a note, a
Book item.name card, or a Date

& Tap the Action... 
bution, then tapae
Beam.<7

% Point the two

Newton devices at .

each other.

4 Tap Beam.{

& Watch the

progress in the,
Out Box, which“\.
opens and closes
automatically.

Tap here to cancel.

[66

“—f Beam, 1 item

 

 E TelF the receiver you are ready to send
information.

Aun the sending and receiving beara
windows, and tap Deam.

~~~(baa)rare!

 
Ceeeeeee

 
 F Print, O tens

E Fax, Oitems  
 

 
 

Pay,Meters Fei 1 141:00 arr
E Locking for receiver...
P Mail, 0 items 
 
 

 
 

 aentaltet|

Ta
TEN

et Locaptereaanaocapi gobo

CHAPTER
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Problerns sending the beam?

Newton tries to beam the information for about two

minutes,If it doesn't succeed, you see this message.

 
Z

To delete the item,

see Chapter | 3. : Print, 0 items
: Fax, U items

To close the Out , Beam, 1 item
feeyr Notepad, Fri lget 112000 ani

Box, tap the x, ne e Tinned out -
a Po viail, 0 itenis

To send the
information again,
tap the item, then
tap Try Again,
noting the
following:

a» Move the devices closer together and makesure
they're pointed directly at each other.

a Move the devices out of direct sunlight.

au Make sure the other Newtonis ready to receive a
beam.“Receive beams autamatically” should be tured
on in the Beam preferences area, or the In Box should
be set to receive a beam, as described later in this
chapter.
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HECEIVING A SEAM

When someoneis ready to beam you something,
follow these steps:

| Tap Extras to. :
open the Extras “~~ ae
Drawer.  

 
  

& Tap In Box. coi

In Box

3 Tap Receive.sp, [x]

4 Tap Beam...Beam (x)  
 
Enhancement

& Point the Newton ail
devices at each

other and wait for

the other Newton to bear.

& Tap Receive to
Do you want to receive the note

conf rm that you “Notepad, Fri 1/1 12:03 pra” from
want to receive
beamed

information.
 

The item appears

under Beam in Bean, eA
the In Box. P Notepad Wed2/623:15 Received.

a hhancement, 0 items
Mail, 0 tens? Tap the ttem..-~“ 

108 CHAPTER 10
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& Choose what te de with the item:

a lap the X to leave it in the In Box.o
m Tap PutAway. £ )to putit inthe > ieee
location tt belongs. .
Notes go in the na
Notepad, name
cards in the Name

File, and so on.

 
a fap Delete to throw it sway

? When you're finished with the In Box, tap the X to
close tt.

Receiving beams autormnaticalby

You can receive beamed information more quickly by
setting certain Beam preferences. Follow these steps:

i Tap this button
to apen the
Extras Drawer. 

2 Tap Prefs. _f
Lo

Frefs

3 Tap Beam...set Beam

BEAMING a9
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4 Choose the preferences that are best for you:

a lo receive _..——-@t_: Cantirm before receiving
beams without

being asked ifit's OK, tap this box to unmarkit.

aw To have...oriPut away beams immediately
Newton put
beamed information in the appropriate areas
automatically, mark this box.

a lo have _..—aoa? Receive beams automatically
Newton look for

incoming bearns automatically, mark this box. (If your
Newton isn't plugged in, this feature consumes extra
battery power.)

a Ifyou have _egOpen in Box while receiving
marked “Receive .
beams automatically,” you can also choose not to see
the In Box while you're receiving a beam by unmarking
this box.

as lo havegefT Close In Box after receiving
Newton close the

In Box automatically after receiving a beam, markthis
box,

i190 CHAPTER 10
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REAMING INFORMATION TO AND FROM A

sHaRe CREGOGR

You may beam information to and from any series 9000
Sharp OZ/IQ,as follows:

Sending a beam from Newton to a Sharp OZ/HQ 9000
Send the beam as usual from Newton; receive the

beam on the Sharp device as a Direct IR transmission.
(See the Sharp manual for details.)

Sending a beam from a Sharp OZ/IQ 9000 to Newton
Send the beam from the Sharp device as a Direct IR
transmission. (See the Sharp manual for details.)
Receive the beam on Newton as usual. However, you
must open the In Box and tap Receive, even If you
have asked to receive beams automatically.

BEAMING ITEMS STORED IN THE OUT BOX

If you don’t succeed in sending a beam,it will be stored
in the Out Box. See “Sending Items Stored in the
Out Box” in Chapter | 3.

REAMING IVt
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Electronic Mail

You can use electronic mail to send and receive text

messages or whole items from the Notepad,
NameFile, and Date Book. To send and receive

mail, you must have:

a a Newton modem and the cables required to
connectit to the phoneline and to Newton (see the
modem manual)

= an electronic mail account (see the next section)

GETTING AN ACCOUNT FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL

To use e-mail, you must obtain an electronic mail
account from Apple. The account gives you an e-mail
address to use for sending and receiving mail. The
account charges will be billed to your credit card.

115
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Before you begin:

a You need a Mail Starter Kit. Inside the Newton box,

you will find either the kit or a booklet called Mail
Registration Information that contains a postcard you
can use to requestthe kit.

wn You should connect the Newton modem as

described in the modem beok and set the Modem

preferences as described in “Connecting Newton to
a Fax Modem”in Chapter9.

 
 

i Tap this button to
open the Extras___..
Drawerif it's not

already open.

# Tap this button.ag4
0...

Prefs

3 Tap here.ape * Mail

4 Fill in the Phone Number, System !D, and Network
areas with the

information from Mall

the Mail Starter Kit} Phere Nureber

For convenience, | System ID
you can tap twice

 

 
 
in each blank to #Network Sprintlet
Use the on-screen Erraall Account eens pimerdens cen UMEREIHEGESGLE [oea8 Iabebaed lee sine rivers event
keyboard, {Leave

the Email Account[NewE-rvailE-rinai JAccount|
line blank, It =

will be filled in a
automatically later. oay la 3

& Tap this button.”

114 CHAPTER 11
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& Fil in these blanks using the information fram the
certificate in the Mail Starter Kit.

Certificate
+1 Number

Certificate 
a Fillin your ‘
personal
information here. Password

(Any information First Name
you put in the Last Name
Personal Adavess

preferences area1] city
will appear state
automatically.) | cip Code

. Tap the ——Be}-¢ Country
diamond next to

Country to choose
a country.

a Fill in this blank

with information----77-

you can use to |
verify your identity.
A good choice
would be your
mother's maiden

name, lf you cail
Apple about your
account, you will

 
Password 

 

be required to f

provide this information. /
é Pap this button to continue,

ELECTRONIC MAIL

117

 Mail Registration

Home Phone

Work Fhone

aoaewe
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& Provide information about the credit card you want to
use to pay for the e-mail account =

u lap here to see. Mnolneeuro
alist of accepted “"]#Sreditcare 154
credit cards, then Card Nember Finerreermeeeee
tap your choice. Expiration

 
Benetrettsateaaeesetsamnascnttsacet ue ieatentienieceseesciese

il inthesewer| FirstNa Fill in these DERE csneeenenmcmmemunnnnavennan
blanks with your | |Last NamePON Card ee enenenennnnedesestengeninene |
credit card

information. Tap
twice in the blanks

to use the

keyboard.
 

# Tap this button to.
continue, The 7.
modem will

connect to the

mail system ina
few moments and then Newtonwill ask you for more
information.

“SeConeinua]

FIG CHAPTER |
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iG Fill inthe blanks as described here. To use the

keyboard, tap twice in each blank

Write the name Preked

of your account AccOUVE Nagze
here, up to 12"
characters. Your

account name

serves as your

e-mail address, so

pick something
that suits you.
Susan jones, for
example, might
pick SJONES. The
capitalization of
the account name

doesn't matter and

all spaces are
ignored,

 
Write your password here, 4 to 8 characters. Pick
something you can remember but no one else can
Suess.

17 Tap Continue.

iz After you tap Continue, Newton makes sure that no
one Is already using the name you've chosen and that
your password is OK If there’s a problem with the
name, Newton will suggest one. if the suggestion is OK,
tap Continue.If not, scrubit out, write a new name, :
then tap Continue. Keep trying until you find a name
that no one else is using, After your account nameIs
verified, it is entered automatically into Mail preferences.

You can begin sending and receiving e-mail immediately
(described later in this chapter).

ELECTRONIC MAEL 117
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CHecreREeNT ALCOMINTS ON THE s4Me Newron

To switch between different e-mail accounts:

§ Send any e-mail already stored in the Out Box
(described later in this chapter}.

* Change the account name and password in the Mail
preferences area.

3 Change the name in the Personal preferences area if
the accounts belong to different people,

PROTECTING Yous E-Man ACCOUNT

Newton remembers your e-mail password so you don’t
have to enter it every time you want to send or
receive mail. To ensure the privacy of your mail and
prevent unauthorized use of your account, protect
Newton by locking it up or requiring a password,as
described in Chapter 27,

SESPING E-MAM ADDRESSES IN THE PEAME Fine

 
You can store e-mail @Untiled names

‘ ivesfF. uA

addresses in the Firect Bob
All Info view of the—|Last Andersot

. Titl we

Name File (Ch. 4).|company —-
The Nevyton Address 5.1 Partlow Pond Read

assistant will fillin|ciey Fine
State New York

the address when vetade 13639
you send e-mail. Country =~

E-hiairBepopo2?
315 555-4476

Birthday

118 CHAPTER IE
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WHAT YOU CAN SEND

You can mail items from the Notepad, Name File, or
Date Book. When you send something, Newton
normally includes two versions of the item:

a The text version, which contains the words from the

original item and which the recipient can read as
soon as he or she receives it. The text version

- cannot contain any drawings and the recipient cannot
readily put the text version back into the Notepad,
NameFile, or Date Book.

= Theoriginal version, which can include drawings, and
which the recipient can store directly in his or her
Newton. The original version takes longer to send
than the text version, and the recipient cannotseeit
until he or she puts it away.

Here’s an example of the difference between the
original version and the text version of an item:

The original version
of a note. dL™NCircle Triangle 

The text version of Mail Message

the Same note . Subject: untitled
he To: Andrew Swartz

oN q Date: Sunday, August 1,1993 

ELECTRONIC MAIL 119
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Sending rrore than ane item

By choosing certain formats in the mail slip (described
later in this chapter), you can send the text from
more than one Notepad or Date Book item ata
time. In the Notepad, choose the Week Summary
format. In the Date Book, choose any of the
multiple-day formats.

If you choose a multiple-item format, you can send only
the text version.

PereAPES BEATE,

a if you want to send a quick message without any
pictures, create a new note in the Notepad (Ch,3)
and write the message there, making sure the text
recognizer is turned on, Then send the note, as
explained in the next section, making sure the Text
Only box is checked,

a If you want to send a messageincluding a picture,
create a new note in the Notepad (Ch. 3} and write
and draw the message there. Then send the note, as
explained in the next section, but do not mark the
Text Only box.

a !f you want to send something you’ve already stored
in the Notepad, Name File, or Date Book, just follow
the instructions in the next section.

f20 CHAPTER IJ
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SEPM MALL

} Display what you'd like to send, for example a note, a
name card, or something in the Date Book

2 Tap the Action __...
button.  = Tap Mail reeann DuplicateDelete

& Fil] inthe name of
the recipient, the subject of the message, and the
recipient's e-mail address. If you can't fit the whole
address on the line, put the recipient’s name and e-mail
address in the Name File (Ch. 4) and use the shortcuts
that follow.

 

REIScaeen

 
 
 
  
 

® Tap here to ‘
choose the format =P senntnntinn

of the message.
Formats that
include more than F Laddragg “eeeeennennin

one item will Fertnat Plei
automatically be 9Tes only
sent as Text Only.

& If you want to \ |
send only the text version, tap this box to markit, See
“What You Can Send”earlier in this chapter.

7 If you want to see or change the text, tap Show Text.
See ‘Adding Text to Your Message”later in this
chapter,

& Tap Mail. The message waits in the Out Box,

ELECTRONIC MAEL bal
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§ Send the mail or close the Out Box.

m To close the Out Box, tap the X,

a» To send the mail, connect your modem, tap Send to
seealist of choices, then tap Mail (Ch. 13). The
modem will connect, send your mail, open the In Box,
and check for any rnail you've received (see ‘Receiving
Mail” later in this chapter).

Shortcuts for the recipient’s name and address
You can write the first or last name in the Name

blank, then tap the diamond next to “Name” to
choosethe full name fromalist of people in your
Name File.

If the card in the NameFile has an e-mail address

(Ch.4), Newtonfills in the address for you.

Adding text to your message

Every mail message includes a space for text. Newton
automatically includes all the text from the note,
card, appointment, or to-do item, and you can
change that text or add to it (without affecting the
original).

To add or change text:

i Begin as described
tn “Sending Mail”
earlier in this

chapter.

2 Tap this button. | @ Format Flain~ i
i Of Text Onty 

#22 CHAPTER II
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$ Add and change Rs
text as usual. If You Subject: Names, Conglomerated
are including the From: Andrew Swartz (Swartz)

1 : To Gob Anderson{hobo22)
original version,
make sure you
indicate what the pongicrnerated Sredit veceecurvevetavianeevensers
item is, so the

recipient knows
where to look for Fas:415555-8125
it once he or she

puts tt away...aa

Date: Sunday, January 3, 1993

4 Tap the X and
send the message
as usual,

 
Addressing mail te nan-Mewten mall systems
You can send the text version of the mail to people

who have e-mail accounts on AppleLink, America
Online, CompuServe or any computer on the
Internet. Here are some sample addresses on these
different systems:

AppleLink: username@apptelinkapple.com

America Online: user.name@aol.com

CompuServe: 00000,000@compuserve.com
(CompuServe commas must be changed to periods.)

Internet: usenname@compi.yale.edu

You can find more information about address formats

in the Mail Starter Kit.
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RECEIVING MAHL

You can check to see if you’ve received any mail as
often as you like. If any mail is waiting for you,
Newtonputs it in the In Box. Each time you check
your mail, Newton also sends any mail waiting in the
Out Box.

i Connect your Newton modem as described in the
modem book,

@ Tapthis buttonto
open the Extras 

‘Drawer.  
Ir Boose

4 Tap Recetve to see
a list of choices. _as
 
 

  
Beam, 0 iternys
Enhancement, 0 items
wlail, 2 items

§ Tap Mall
Aftera few sg Enhancement |

“TMvlail
moments, Newton

puts any mall
you've received in the In Box and sends any mail
waiting in the Out Box.

124 CHAPTER #1
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& Tap an item to
Me ey,

ne E Enhancement, 0 items
(elaik, 2 tems

flotepad Frid?) #1200 ara
ftotepad, Frit? $ 11:00 arin 

? Read the message. Mme
Tap the arrows to Subject: Notepad, Fri 1/1 11-00 am
see more. You can__|From:swartza

. Tobobo2?

copy this text to Date: Friday, January 1, 1993
other parts of
N ewton (Ch 2) Meet you iri Salinas next week?

& Seeif the message
has a Put Away
button, If so, you
can tap it to store
the item in the _
Notepad, Name.
File, or Date Book.

(The subject and
text of the note

should let you
know whereit will

be stored.)

 

 
# To repiy to or forward this message, see the next

section.

iG Tap the X to leave the message in the In Box or
Delete to throw it away.

#? Continue reading messages or tap the X to leave the
In Box. .
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REPLYING TO ANE PORWARDING MAI.

: Open a message from the In Box, as described in
“Receiving Mail,” earlier in this chapter.

2 Tap Reply...]ae 

3 To reply, leave the name and address as they are. To
forward, scrub them out and write the new

information. ,

& If the message
you're forwarding
or replying to Subject Re:Notepad,Fri1/1...
included the b eMail—popo22
original version of Feddpega (oirrerrrenr mrenttenntttectcceneeae

the item, unmark...[tremePie
this box to send |

the original version
again or leave it
marked to send

only the /

text version, /
5 Tap this button é

Narre Bob Anderson

 
to write a message.

126 CHAPTER 11
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& The text of the

original message,
appears in your

reply. Add and _
delete text in the

usual ways (Ch. 2).

Mail Message 
 

 
 
 

 Subject: Notepad, Fri 17 t 11:00 arm
Fron: bobaae

To: swartz_a

} Date: Friday, January 1, 1933 -

 
Meat you in Salinas next week?

FTapthe X | PREPARESEAos

@TapMailand9JoGopudepeeh
send the message sense
as described in PeaESeloo
"Sending Mail.’0|ecncsncnsstewnesnnee ene tneen in
earlier in this Pooeeeeeeeee lel uossssssusesseeseensenn

chapter. [cirrisree eens ss teers
 
  (J [detete)

CITHER TOPICS OF INTEREST

« Working with items in the In Box, Chapter 12

a Working with items in the Out Box, for example to
delete them, Chapter [3
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In Box

When you receive new beamsorelectronic mail, they
typically wait in the In Box until you decide what to
do with them.

Status ofthe
received ttem | Beanirtitem

Rotepad, Ved tg SETEBepocahved.
ltem received<7" Enhancement, 0 items

Mail, G items

To hide or show the

items in each

category, tap the
heading.

  
To receive more

items, tap Receive,

 
To close the In Box, tap the X.

if there are too many items to see at once, tap the
arrows to see more,

129
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Wat's STORED IN THE In Box

Beams When someone beams you something
it’s stored in the In Box until you delete it or put it
away. (See Ch. 10 for more beaming options.)

Mail When you use a Newton modem to receive
electronic mail (Ch. | 1), it’s stored in the In Box
until you delete it. You can also put away some kinds
of mail.

@rcwieg THE ie Bow

i Tap this button.
to open the Extras=
Drawerif it's not

already open,

& Tap In Box.seneni <1
In Bice
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MECEIVING ITEMS

i Tap Receive.aeCOTE|

2 Tap what you Beam
want to receive.| Enhancement

4Mail

a Continue according to the instructions for the
particular iter you want to receive: Beams (Ch. |0),
Enhancements (next section), or Mail (Ch. 11).

 

 

Brinancenrients

From time to time, you may receive offers for Newton
enhancements—waysto add new capabilities, fix
problems, or put more information at your fingertips.

If you have a Newton modem, you can receive the
enhancementdirectly over the phone lines. The
offers will include detailed instructions.

IN BOX 131
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PUTTING AWAY G2 OSLETING In Boo rrems

i Tap the Item you
want to pul away | Beam, 1 item

or th row awaynena Notepad, Wed 26 Ao15 Reczived.
Enhancement, 0 items

Note See Chapter Mail, 0 tems
1! for details on

putting away
e-mail messages. 
a Tap here to.
store the item in “"~F
the appropriate
area.  
x [ap here to :
delete it.

« lap the X to leaveit in the In Box.

Notes appear at the end of the Notepad. Notes and
Name File cards are stored in the Unfiled folder.

F32 CHAPTER 12
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& # #& F FT EC R

Whenyou print, fax, beam, or mail an item,it stays in
the Out Box until it is successfully sent.

Status of the ttem waiting in the Cut Box,

Item waiting

[- 3 mod rint, | item
To hide or show Notened, Sune — 1 Tea any

the items in E hho printer Is connected.
Fax,.1 item

each category, Nestepad Sunt 11:00 am
tap the head| ng. E Mo rotider if tontetted,

: Beam, 1 item
Motepad, Sune 11:00 an

To send the items,

tap Send.

 
To interrupt what

youre sending, tap
the Stop button
that appears,

 
To close the Out Box, tap the x.

lf there are too many items to see at once, tap the
arrows to see the rest.
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CISENING THE Gur Box

i Tap this button _
toopenthe a, we
Extras Drawer.

2 Tap Out Box.noon“ca hy
Mut Brose

 

YVYMAT WAITS IN TRE Gur Box

w When you print (Ch. 8), fax (Ch. 9), or mail (Ch. II)
something,it’s stored in the Out Box until youtell
Newton to print or sendit,

a When you beam something (Ch. 10), Newton tries
to sendit immediately. !f there’s a problem, the item
waits in the Out Box until you tell Newton to try
again.
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SENDING ITEMS STORED IN THE QuT Box

You may send one item at a time, or all items of one
type—for example,all faxes—at once.

Sending one item af a tine

3 Prepare to send:

w To fax or send e-mail, connect the modem.

a To print, connect the printer.

a To beam, make sure the other Newtonis ready to
receive the beam.

# Tap the ttem you
want to send.

 
: Print, | iter

. rome Motepad, Sun S01 #1000 arn

SS i : Mo printer is connected.
P Fax, 1 item
E Hotapad, Sun Sf] 14200 am

F Ha modem is sonnected,
EF Beam, | item

« Notepad. Sun 1 11200 am

4 Tap the
: _ Do you want to beam the noteappropriate button “supe “Notepad, Fri 1/1 12:03 pia”

for the item—

Print, Fax, Beam,

or (for mail) Try
Again.

 
Sending ali hems of ane type

i Prepare to send:

a |o fax or send e-mail, connect the modem.

= Io print, connect the printer.

m To beam, make sure the other Newton |s reacto
receive the beam.
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# fap Send.

wa, , Print, 1 item
: Notepad. Sun St 14:08 any

No printer is connected.
.1 item

Beam,1 items.
Hotepad Sunaed 1 CBGam 

& Tap what you'd

like to send. |om| )

ESELETUMG FEMS IM THe Qur Box

 
i Tap the ttem you

want to delete. . Pring, 1 item
\, ~ Mletepad, Sunt 1100 am

‘, Ao printer is conmected.

Fax, 1 item
Notepad. Sun 8/t 11200 40

No reoderni tennected.

Bearn, 1 item
~~ Aotepad, Sun ab 112000 ann 

2 Tap Delete. ares
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Newton can look up phone numbers in the NameFile
and dial them for you using the speaker or the
optional modem. Newton can even decide whether
to dial an area code and whetherto include prefixes
and calling card numbers.

ASKING TO PLACE THE CALL

You can tell Newton to place a call in two ways:

Tap a phone number
in the NameFile,

  

  
 

 

@Unfiled names

241 Cappusing Caurt
Hewtot, Mass 021688

 
 
 

Cafe

Linda, Thomas aBL? 555-2000)
ol? 555-0125

 

Ask the assistant

to call someone

(Ch. 15).  
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COMPLETING THE CALL

After you tell Newton to place a call, as explained in
the previous section, a call slip appears to confirm
your choices:

i Ifyou want to use the modem to place the call, make
sure both the modem and the telephone are
connected to the sameline, See the modem manual

for details,

2 Check the name, and correct it if necessary.

¢ Correct the phone f[
numberif pMJoseQuint
necessary. You can f/ ; Phone _ _
choose a different 4 e255 0018
phone number Speaker=7) Modem
by tapping the“ (options) (can) &) |
 

ene ee eeEE,

diamond, To insert |
a two-second pause in the number, write a comma.
You can put as many commas together as you need.

4 Tap Speaker to have Newton dial the phone number
through its speaker, or tap Modem to place the call
through the modem.

5 Tap Options to set the calling options (see the next
section).

® If you're dialing through the speaker, tap Cal! and hold
the mouthpiece of your phone near Newton's speaker
(by the Apple logo). If you’re dialing through the
modem, tap Call, wait until the modem hasfinished
dialing, then pick up your telephone handset.

138 CHAPTER I 4
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CaLLING @PTHONS

§ In the call slip, tap Options.

2 Tap the blanksto|"IT
fill them in. See, PaveaCede 415 4
the list below Prefix (Aibamennsiig :
for descriptions. E

2 Tap the x 
Area code The area code of the phone from which
you're placing the call, If the phone number you're
calling has a different area code, Newton dials “1"" and
the area code.

Prefix Any sequence that must be dialed before the
phone number, For example, many office phones
require you to dial 9 for an outsideline, For a two-
second pausein dialing, write a comma. You can put as
many commas together as you need.

Access Code The access code for your preferred long-
distance company (if it's something other than “/”).
Tap the diamondfor a list of popular U.S. long-distance
carriers. Ff you fill in a number here, Newton will use
this instead of “|” when dialing a long-distance number.

Credit Card Thecalling card number you want to bill
the call to. Newton will pause a few seconds and will
then dial the card number.

DIALING 139
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The Newton Assistant

Newtonhasan assistant that can simplify your work.
The assistant can infer important information to help
carry Out your requests.

141
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VYIHAT ¥OU CAN REQUEST

You can use any ofthe following request words (or
synonymslisted in “Synonyms, Examples, and
Confirmation Slips” later in this chapter):

Call dial a phone number

Fax send the item on your screen as a fax (requires a
Newton fax modem) .
Find search for text

Mail send the Item on your screen as electronic mail
(requires a Newton modem)

Print print the item on your screen (requires a printer)

Remember add a reminder to your to-dolist

Schedule add an appointment to your calendar

Time look up the time in a city or country

If you add moreapplications to Newton, they may
come with their own request words.

PROVIGING INFORMATION TO THE ASSISTANT

The assistant uses the information in the NameFile

(Ch. 4) to carry out your requests. For example,it
can figure out the whole name from just the first or
last name, and it can determine the phone numberor
address from the name.

The more complete your NameFile, the more help the
assistant can be.

142 CHAPTER 15
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ML AMENG 2 REQUEST

You can write requests in the Assist Drawer or
anyplace else you can write, as explained in the next
two sections.

Requests in the Assist Grawer
i Make sure no text

is selected, then

open the Assist-"
Drawer by tapping
this button.

 
 2 Tap the diamond

to seealist of

request words.   
 

call
Tax
find
tial

print

# Tap the request
word you want,

aa(If you prefer, you
can write the

request word in
the blank rather than choosing it from thelist.)

4 Add more wordsif

you like. (You may’
find it easier to add

the details in the

confirmation slip.)

i Please remember 
® Tap Do. A confirmationslip will appear (as described

later in this chapter).

ASSISTANT 143
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Requests outside the Assist Drawer

i Write at least one word of your request, beginning
with a request word or its synonym.

4 Select your SSMene
request. (Seeoe
“Selecting Things’
in Chapter 2.)

3 Tap Assist. A.-——
confirmation slip
will appear (as described later in this chapter).

  

 
hints for filling in confirmation slips

Each request (except for “time”) has a confirmation
slip. In most confirmation slips, this advice applies:

a Tap diamonds to see suggestionsforfilling in blanks.

a Fiil out all required information, then tap the
confirmation button.

see “Synonyms, Examples, and Confirmation Stips” for
detaiis about the confirmationslips.

EXAMPLES GF USING THE ASSISTANT

You can use the assistant in a numberof ways, for
example:

= You can write reminders in the To Do List, Calendar,

or Netepad using words the assistant understands,
such as “Call Hugh.” Then you can select the text
and tap Assist.

a You can highlight someone’s name and tap Assist (or
write the name in the Assist Drawer), then tap
Please to see a list of the things you can do with the
name.
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SYNONYMS, EXAMPLES, AMD CONFIRMATION SLIPS

The following sections list each request word,its
synonyms, examples of how it’s used, and details
aboutits confirmationslip.

Call

Synonyms phone, ring, dial

Examples

u call opens a blank call slip.
a call Hilda looks in the NameFile to find Hilda’s

phone number, then puts it in the call slip.
 a cali Hilda at home looks In the NameFile to find

Hilda's home phone number, then putsit in the
call slip.

a ring Hilda is the same as ‘call Hilda.”

a call 555-1234 sets up the call slip to dial 555-1234,

Call slip confirmation

ihe name allows the assistant to look up the phone
number in the. eeeEREEEEE
NameFile.If :

there's a diamond, |
tap it to choose : , tttseunnneiitt 4
the name. You AS fae Speaker Ci Modem :

may leave this eee)
blank empty. -

 
You must fill in a phone number. If there's a diamond

here, tap it to choose the number.

For more information aboutthecall slip, see
Chapter 14.

When you're ready to complete the call, tap Call.

ASSISTANT 145
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Pax

Synonyms fax it

Examples

« fax opens a blank fax slip for the item on the screen,
u fax it is the same as “fax”

a faxJackson opensa fax slip with the name Jackson
filled in and Jackson’s fax numberfilled in.

& fax 555-1234 sets up the fax slip to dial 555-1234.

Fax slip confirmation

The nameallows the assistant to lock up the fax number
in the NameFile, if there’s a diamond here,tap it to
choose the name...

fax number, Ne cncnanennnnai

it will be- filled in is pntpn
here automatically, f@Fermat Plain
You may leave the/ f fff Cover page 17} Manual dilating

name blank. /
You must fill in a”

phone number. if there's a diamond here, tap ft to
choose the number,

 
 

 
For more information aboutthe fax slip, see Chapter 9.

When you're ready to send the fax, tap the Fax button.

CHAPTER 15
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Find

Synonymsfindit, locate, locate it, search for, and
look for

Examples

a find opens the Findslip.

a find it is the same as “find.”

a find Simon opens the find drawer and writes ‘Simon’
in the blank.

w look for Simon is the same as ‘find Simon.”

Find slip confirmation

See Chapter 6 for
details.  

ASSISTANT La?
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Mall

Synanyms mail, email, mail this, send this

Exampies

a mail opens a blank mail slip for the item on the
screen,

a mail this is the same as “mail.”

» mail Jackson opens a mail slip with the name Jackson
filled in,

Mail slip confirmation

The name allows the assistant to look up the e-mail
address in the NameFile, !f there's a diarnond,tap it to

choose the name, vrou may leave the name blank,
You must include an Yg"

‘email address. ff senna

 the name fs fn | Subject Notepad,Sun8/1,12-0
the NameFile, the entail' . E sal

e-mail address will : Address3"”darriseerisamssrmnLinstitasfnuiadtsatniadcus tiectaceedecotee atoneEs we .

be filled in ofpPOFormnat Plain
. ee i] Text Onky

automatically.
sacs

For more information about the mailslip, see
Chapter iI.

When you're ready to send the item, tap the Mail
button,

148 GCHAPTER I5
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Print

Synonyms print it

Examples

w print opens a blank print slip for the item on the
screen.

= print it is the same as “print.”

Print slip confirmation

  
 

pecrerter

péPrincer Apple Suypletein:See Chapter 8 for
details.  

: #Format Plain

Remenber

Synonyms remind, remind me, to do

Examples

a remember opens a blank rememberslip.

= remember backup Monday opens a rememberslip
with Monday's date and “backup” as the subject.
a remind is the same as ‘remember."

« remind backup Mondayis the same as “remember
backup Monday.”

a to do backup Monday|s the same as “remember
backup Monday.”

ASSISTANT 149
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Rememberslip confirmation
 
Put the name of the to-do item here.

Write the date here,

then tap the
diamond to see._~

how the assistant

interpreted the
date. See the

Appendix for information on formatting dates.

 
When you've filled in the two bianks, tap Do.

Schedule

Synonyms meet, meet me, see, tall to, breakfast
(implies 7:00 A.m.}, lunch (implies noon}, brunch
(implies [6:00 4..), dinner (implies 7:00 P.m.), holiday
{implies a day note rather than an appointment);

birthday, b-day, bday, anniversary (all imply a “aynote that repeats every year),

Examples

a schedule opens a blank schedule slip.

a schedule review Monday opens a schedule slip with
Monday's date and “review”’ as the subject.
a meet meis the same as “schedule.”

a dinner Neil Wednesday 6 pm opens a scheduleslip
with Wednesday's date, time 6:00 P.M. “dinner” as the
subject, and ‘Neil’ as who.

e dinner Neil tomorrow opens a schedule slip with
tomorrow's date, time 7:00 Po.“dinner” as the

subject, and “Neil” as who.

450 CHAPTER I5
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= funch Donna opens a schedule slip with “lunch” as
the subject, and “Donna” as who. The date and time
depend on when you make the request. If you make
the request before noon,the assistant assumes the
lunch will be today at noon.If you make the request
before 2:00 P.M. the assistant assumes the lunchis

today on the next half hour, If you make the request
after 2:00, the assistant assumes the lunch will be

tomorrow.In all cases, you can make corrections in the
confirmation slip.

m holiday Dec 22 Solstice opens a schedule slip that wil
put “Solstice” in the notes area on December22.

a anniversary Dec 22 Solstice opens a scheduleslip that
will put “Solstice” tn the notes area on December 22
and sets the event to repeat every year.

Schedule slip confirmation

If you like, put the name of the person you're having the
appointment with in the Who blank,

Write the date here,
then tap the
diamond to see

how the assistant

interpreted the
date. See the

Appendix for
information on

formatting dates.

 
I you like, write the location of the appointmentin the

Where blank.

Write the name of the appointment in the Subject blank.

After you'vefilled in the blanks, tap Schedule,
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“Taree

Synonyms timein, the time in, what timeis it, what
time is it in, what time, what is the time, whatis the
time in

Examples

a time displays the Time Zone map (Ch. 21),

a time Paris opens the Time Zone map and shows the
time in Paris.

« time in Paris is the same as “time Paris.”

« What time is it in Paris is the same as “time Paris.”

a what time Paris is the same as ‘‘time Paris.”

Timeslip confirmation

There is no timeslip. If you ask for the time in a city
that’s not in the Time Zone map,the assistant says it
cannot interpretit.

1§2 CHAPTER I5
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Sound

Newton hasa built-in speaker and plays sounds. In the
Sound preferences area, you can control the volume
and type of sound, or turn the sounds off altogether.

<P
  

 
i Tap this button to

open the Extras———yr.
Drawer.  

 
2 [ap Prefs.__

Note You can 0adjust the sound ~phag "3
voiume here... fedesetwStiotanSB

| vovine cmitat estery

3 Tap Sound.....-—~-"* Sound
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4 Adjust the settings as youlike.
To adjust the volume,slide the diamond
To hear sounds

 
sOung =

when you move __
me Volumeee

from place to “a
lace in Newton [14 Action sound effects

P rk this bo , ef ret Pen sound affactsMea. Le
yf Mf Alarm sound effects

To hear sounds é @ cel I rho
when you use the / i} Chord m3 Teil
pen, mark this box.
To hear a sound

when a Date Book alarm goes off (Ch, 5), mark the
“Alarm sound effects” box and choose which of the

four saunds you want to hear.

& Tap the X at thebottom-nght (x)
corner to return to

the list of Preferences.

®& Tap the X again to leave the Preferences area,

# Tap the X one more time to close the Extras Drawer,

154 CHAPTER 14
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Preferences

Tap a topic to setits
DPOPEPENCES, sane

Tap the X to leave
the preferences
area.

Tap the det to
switch between a

list of preference
areas and a

detailed view.

in the detailed view,

tap the arrows to
see more.__
 

Preferences

ePersonal

* Date and Time

- Locala
i. Sound
° Sleep

is hlemory
Pen Alignment

Recoqnizers

Handwriting Style
Letter Styles

Handwriting Practice
Beart

» Modem

+Mail

The preference areas are covered in detail throughout
this book, This chapter describes them and gives
cross-references to detailed explanations.

155
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OMG TO THE PREFERENCES AREA

# Tap this button to ._
open the Extras  Drawer.

2 Tap Prefs.—.as

Frets

FERSONAL

This information fs used for many purposes, such as
return addresses for letters and faxes.

Fill in these blanks

with your personal
information. To

use the keyboard
(Ch. 2), tap twice Padres-scommummuununnnnannineascanneee
in each blank, To

choose a country, country
tap the diamonid........

Office

To set a password,” ennai

 
see Chapter 27.

56 : CHAPTER I?
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DATE AND TIME

Use this area to set the current date and time.

IMPORTANT Set the time zone (Ch. 21) before setting
the date or time.

Date and Time

qo jugust 1992}

 

  
 

 

To set the date,
choose the month

by tapping these .-*
arrows, tap the
day, then tap Set.

1225) pm

To set the time, i aM a PM
draw hands on the

clock to show the

time, tap AM or PM, then tap Set.

LecaALe

Use this area to choose which country’s date, time, and
otherstandards to use.

Lacale

 
To choose a country,

a keyboard style, SCountry=U.S.
or a papersize, tap @Keyboard 17.5.
the appropriate @PaperSize 0.5. Letter
diamond, then tap
your choice in the list that appears.

Note To avoid confusion, don't change the country
setting in the middle offilling out a form. Close the
form first.

PREFERENCES 157
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SOuNe

Use this area to

control the types
and volume of

sound Newton

plays. See
Chapter |6.

SLEEP

Use this area to set

how long you
want Newton to

Sound

Yolu re Miamisissiestfeg

 Ef Action sound affects

B¥i Pen sound effects

Bal Alsen cound affects

® Beli iu} doyle
i": Chord ov Trill

Sleep

| @Sleeap after 10 minutes |
wait for activity before turningitself off.

PIEMOaRy

Use this area to see

how much

memory ts
available and to

hilemory

 Internal 9K in use. 214K free

[_RemoveSoftware_]

remove software. See Chapter 24.

Pex ALIGNMENT

Go to this area if the

pen seems to be
out of alignment

Pen Alignment

| |
with the screen. Tap Realign, then follow the directions
that appear on the screen.

CHAPTER
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RECOGNIZERS |  
Recognizers

Review tay word list

7 Text recognizer will recognize:

897 words in word lists

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Use this area to

control how the

text and shape
recognizers work
orto remove

Tol words not in-word lists

gf words with punctuation
Bf nurnitears

words from your ae telephone nambers

word list, See x datesus Ht IVF times of dan
Recognition : ees

Preferences” AIS Shape recognizer will:
BY make thapes symmetrical

Chapter 2. ryt Ltr aigiher, cures
fff close shapes

Return to original settings

Shortcut TO gOgs. Ngdirectly to the soo
Recognizers
preferencesarea, tap a recognizer button twice quickly.

MANDWRITING STYLE

Handwriting Style

 
Use this area to set

My handwriting style is

Up the text i; Cursive Only
interpreter the il Printed Only

. : @ Mixed Cursive & Printed

way youlike it. See My words ave
“Handwriting Style e

widelyspaced closely space

Preferences’ in pecoaaizetayhandumieiTOgbrzé AY anoting

Chapter 2. er
slowly, mare 3
accurately accurately

 
Transforta my handwriting

RISES SPLICE

tenamediately after adelay
 

Configure for quest user i?

PREFERENCES 59
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Lerres STYLes

Use this area to

show Newton

how you write
specific characters
and to learn how

Newton expects
characters to be

drawn. See "Letter

Styles Preferences tuurice thls'AY: tp Sometimes <i Raray
in Chapter 2. HEC DEFGH | JKLMNOPORSTUVWHYZ

O{2R4ES TESS: "SI THWS CPx =

Return to original settings

 
HANDWRITING PRACTICE

Handwriting Practice
Write the word “awkward”
 Usethis area to see

how well Newton

can interpret your 
 
  

 
 

writing. see Word Matched Confidence in Match
Handwriting

Practice

Preferences” in Try a pew word that is recognized__

Chapter 2.

160 ‘CHAPTER 17
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Beam

Use this area to

specify how you
want to receive

beamed

information. See

“Receiving Beams
Automatically” in
Chapter | 0.

PMcgehM

Use this area to set

options for the
Newton modem.

See “Preparation
for Sending Faxes’
in Chapter 9.

etAL

se this area to

obtain an

electronic mail

account, orto

switch between

mail accounts. See

ChapterI.

PREFERENCES

Beam

 

 

 

Hf Confirm before rec efuing

iw: Put away beams immediately

il? Receive beams automaticaly

if Open InBox while receiving

iT Close In Bou after taceiving

iodem

Woden volume MEseit

@Waitforanswer 1 minute

Require dial tone ig

Uy Pulse Diailng @® Tone Diating

Mail

Phone Number

System 1

@ Network Sprinthst

E-mail Account

Set E-mail Password

New E-mail Account

161
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“How Do |” Help

Newton hasa library of answers to commonly asked
“How do | do this” questions. To see the questions
and answers, fallow these steps:

i Make sure no text

is selected, then

tap to open the
Assist Drawer.

& fap How Do I,~ 
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& Tap a boldface
topic to make

YR Recognize handwritingsubtopics appear"| Write far best recognition
FO Set handwriting preferences

& Tap asubtopic —aersoaennegcFeees
. Add ta Newtons word list

to read about ft. | belete tent
Insert text

Select text

Change text styles everywhere
Change style of existing text.
Move text to a different arem

po Use the on-screen keyboard
| Draw
| Use the Name File
::
:ki

 
= Read the

instructions.

& Tap Topics to read about E 1. Tap the Incorrect word tyvice, A
\ E Peery will steer,

another topic, ws, Pa. |f VOU see the correct word, tap.. . -

mA, it, If not, tap the picture of aor tap the x keyboard, and tap letters on the
to close the s keyboard to spell the ward,

: 1 . the M to close the keyboard,
Instructions. . if yoltsyill be using this new word

again, ta ’es to add it to NemTons
‘eeord list,

164 CHAPTER 16
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Calculator

GOING TO THE CALCULATOR

i Tap this button to
open the Extras
Drawer. <<"

 

 
 2 Tap this button. TTeertteane Bi

Calculator

MOVING THE CALCULATOR

 
 

To meve the

calculator, hola the

pen on the gray __
border and move

rt where you want.
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Listing THE CALCULATOR

To review your
calculations, look
here. (Tap the
arrows at the

bottom of the

screen to see

more.)

To calculate, tap
these buttons.

to close the

calculator, tap here.

 
COPviING NPORMATION FROM THE CALCULATOR

i Tap the arrows at
the bottom of the

screen to see the

information you
want to copy.

% Use the pen to
select the numbers

you want to copy.
(See “Selecting
Things” in Ch. 2.)

 
3 Move the text where you wantit. (See “Moving Things

to a Different Area” in Ch. 2.)

166 CHAPTER |?
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Financial and Metric Formulas

Use Formulas to do financial calculations or to convert

measurements,

{SOiNG TQ FORMULAS

 
 

i Tap this button to

open the Extras __gs. eT |
Drawerif it's not

already open.

2 Tap this button to x.see the list of Ed
formulas. Forrrulas

 3 Tap the name of
the formula you ® Metric Conversion

* Currency Exchange
wart,

* Loan Payment
* Net Present Yalue

& Fill in the blanks for that formula, as explained In the
rest of this chapter.
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TIPS

If you prefer to tap numbers on a keypad like the one
shown below, rather than writing them by hand,
follow these steps:

! Tap twice tn the
blank you want to
fill in.

a@ Tap numbers and
symbols on the
keyboard that
appears.

3 Tap the X to finish.

 
Note You can move the keypad by holding the pen on

its gray border and dragging it where youlike.

METRIC CONVERSION

Use the Metric Conversion formulas to convert U.S.

measurements to metric, or vice versa.

The following example answers the question “If the
temperature is 45° Fahrenheit, whatis it in Celsius?”

Metric Conversion

 
i Scrub out any old

numbers to erase wom=Us gallansllters

them, ton,  Wiehesscentimeters

ci terenrserenee feent/meters seesnetnerarner

4 Write the | riles/kilometers
measurement me, 4 pounds/Hlogratris
you know: US. “ | Fahrenteitacelslus
Standard and

Fahrenheit on the

left; metric and Celstus on the nght.

= Wart a moment for the answer to appear on the other
side.

[68 CHAPTER 26
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CURRENCY EXCHANGE

Use the Currency Exchange formula to convert from
one currency to another, given a particular exchange
rate.

The following example answers the question, “How
much does this 85 crown hamburgercostin dollars if
the exchange rate is 27 crowns to the dollar?”

§ Tap the button for the number you want Newton...
to calculate, |

Currency Exchange 
 

 
 

& Scrub out any old
numbers to erase

them.

 
 Currancy 1

  Exchange Rate  Currency 2 
& Fill in the numbers

you know.

4 Walt a moment for Newton to put the answerin the
blank.

FORMULAS 169
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LOAN PAYMENT

Use the Loan Payment formula to answer questions
about joans paid back monthly with a constant
interest rate.

To indicate money you’re paying out, write the amount
as a negative number. To indicate money you're
receiving, write the amount as a positive number.

The sample numbers in this picture answer the question,
“How big a 30-year loan can | get at 8% interest with a
$600 monthly payment?”

1 Tap the button for the number you want Newton to
calculate.

Loan Payment£ Scrub out any old

 
numbers to erase Nurnber of Years

them. Interest Rate (8)
Loan Arncune .

3 Filin the other rantiremet G00
numbers. Total Payout 218,000 00 ~

4 Wait a moment Total Interest 124,279.90

for Newton to put
the answerin the blank.

Note Write interest amounts without the percentsign.
For example, to write a rate of eight percent, simply
write “8”,

170 CHAPTER 26
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Mer PrResenr Walue

Use the Net Present Value formula to answer

questions about problems with periodic interest and
payments.

To indicate money you’re paying out, write the amount
as a negative number. To indicate money you're
receiving, write the amount as a positive number.

The sample numbersin this picture answer the
question, “How many monthswill it take to pay off
my $2,500 credit card balance, which has 2 monthly
interest of 1.5% and monthly payments of $500?”

? Tap the button for the number you want Newton...
to calculate.

|
i

||
i

3 Scrub out any old Net Present Yalue
numbers to erase Perlods 5235

them. Interest Rate (33 el
Present Value

2 Fill in the other —

numbers.
Future ‘Value

Paymerit
 

& Wart a moment

for Newton to put the answerin the blank

Notes

a Write interest amounts without the percent sign.
For example, to write a rate of eight percent, simply
write “8”.

= You must use the same period length forall blanks.
For example, if the period is a month, the number of
periods must be the number of months,the interest
rate must be the monthly rate, and the payment must
be the monthly payment.

FORMULAS 171
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Time Zones

The Time Zones map allows you to select your current
time zone and to check the time around the world.

This square shows.
the place you're

wasking about.

This circle shows"
home
 
 

Ong 140 roles ——Z
; EmStFranci TokyaDistance betweenfr ae AST AM
the two Th Fri de2e

Home time and date

Other place's time and date. i

Tap I'm Here to change Newton's clock to al
new time zone,

Tap the X to leave Time Zones,

173
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Gama ro Time SOMES

? Tap this button to
open the Extras
Drawer.  

® fap this button. gag? 
Tire 2ores

FINDING & LOCATION

 
i Tap the location

you want on the
map,

& Newton showsthe

closest city or _Ae,

country itknows=feahae
| E 11-57 ab 4about and displays \s7ae 457AW /

the time and : ee
distance in the

space below.

174 CHAPTER 2]
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FINDIMG A PLACE BY NAME

 

i Tap the dot
to see an

2 me." PTokye
alphabeticallist x .,|Tovente

aed PTripeof places. \ aks .| Tunis
N\ Ulan Bater. :

% Tap the arrows vienna
to see more of Oo Si ier

' FM San Francisca |S srington

the list. : Ne WellingtonE *Wismipea

3 Tap the place you
want,

Note You can also

use the Find

command (Ch. 6)
to find a place here.

CHANGING YOLEE HOME CITY AND TIME ZONE

i Find the place
closest to where

you are (explained
earlier in this

chapter).
O— &140imilee —-O

#% Fap I'm Here. < —an Francisco Tokyo

Newton's clock : 157 abl ET AtThu 328 Fri B26

changes to reflect __§
the new time

zone.

TIME ZONES

173
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Extras

The Extras Drawer contains buttons you can tap to
move to many different areas of Newton.If you
install more functions in Newton, the Extras Drawer

may contain more buttons.

Tap these buttons to go to different areas (see below).

Slide these diamonds a
to adjust the op cb e 0
volume of the te ,
sound and the== B we ol.

hcalculstie—Egremlas Time Zones Prefs

InBox  utBox Connection Sharp

 
screen coritrast.

Look here to seea

the status of the

batteries.

 
Tap this button to open the Extras Drawer. 
Tap the X to close the Extras Drawer.

174
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YVHEEE THE BUTTOMS TAKE You

in Box for receiving electronic mail, enhancements, and
beamed information (Ch. |2}

Out Box for storing print jobs, faxes, electronic mail,
and beamed information until they are printed or
sent (Ch. 13)

Connection for exchanging information with a computer
(requires an optionalkit)

Sharp for exchanging information with a Sharp OZ/IQ
device (Ch. 28)

Card for backing up information to a storage card and
for choosing what information should be kept on the
storage card (Chs, 23, 24, and 25)

Calculator for adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing (Ch. 19)

Formulas for metric conversions and financial

calculations (Ch. 20)

Time Zones for finding what time it is around the world
(Ch. 21}

Prefs for adjusting Newton's settings (Ch. | 7)

Styles for choosing the look of text and the thickness
of lines (Ch. 2)

178 CHAPTER 22
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Power and Batteries

Main batteries

4 AAA batteries

ora Newton

rechargeable
battery pack,  

Backup battery
One DL2032

lithium battery
protects the information in Newton’s memory.

 

Power adapter: Use the power adapter whenever —
you're near an electric outlet to save your main
batteries.

 

i7?
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MONITORING THE MAIN BATTERIES

Unless you plug Newton into an electrical outlet, it
draws power from the main batteries whenit’s on.
Here’s how to check how much battery power you
haveleft:

 a Tap the clock at_.-sef{S]arives tivpm Battery mmr
the bottom of the

screen to see the battery gauge.

The black portion of the gauge showsthe remaining
battery power.

a Open the Extras
Drawerto look at...

the battery gauge. 
 
 

Styfes

a Pay attention to @ part
the warnings that —_ J natten@ Thebattery is running low. You

a ear on the need to recharge or changePP batteries soon_
screen,

When you see this warning, you have about an hour of
battery powerleft (depending on what you’re doing).
if you don’t change the batteries in time, Newtonwill
turn itself off automatically to save the information in
its memory, You can turn Newton back on once
you've replaced the batteries or plugged it in.

180 CHAPTER 33
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REPLACING THE MAIN BATTERIES

Replace the main batteries when you get a message
telling you the batteries are running low or when you
notice the battery gauge is nearly empty (see
“Monitoring the Main Batteries,” earlier in this
chapter}.

Weasning When you replace the main batteries, pay

eae

attention to the following points:

« Before you begin, make sure the backup battery is
in place. The backup battery protects the information
in Newton’s memory while you’re replacing the main
batteries.

= Take care to instail the batteries with the correct

+/- polarity, as illustrated on the battery holder.If
you install batteries backward (with the + side
pointing the wrong way round), the batteries may
leak and damage your Newtonand create a hazard.
z Don’t mix old and new batteries.

a Don’t mix types of batteries. Useall alkaline
batteries or the rechargeable battery pack.

Turn off your Newton.

Place Newton screen-side down onto a surface that
wont damage the screen.

3% Use your thumbto slice off the panel that covers the
batteries.

POWER AND BATTERIES 1al
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& Slide the battery switch to
Replace Main.

 = Insert a coin here and

use it to pry out the
battery holder.

& Remove the ald
AAA batteries.

? Insert four new AAA batteries, taking care to install
them so they match the +/- polarity marked on the
battery holder. (If you're installing a Newton
rechargeable battery pack, you don’t need the battery
holder, But keep the holder so you can use it again.)

® Put the battery holder back into Newton with the
metal door face up and the coin slot to the left.

8 Slide the battery switch back to In Use.

E& Replace the panel that covers the batteries.

LISING RECHARGEAGLE BATTERY PACKS

You can purchase a Newton rechargeable battery pack
and use it instead of the 4 AAA batteries. You install

the battery pack directly into Newton (don’t use the
plastic and metal battery holder). Follow the
instructions that come with the battery pack.

When Newtonis pluggedin, the battery pack recharges
automatically within about 2! hours. You can also
purchase a Newton recharger, which recharges the
battery pack in 4-6 hours.

182 CHAPTER 23
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Note When you removethe rechargeable battery pack
from the Newton device for recharging,it’s
recommended that you replace it with other
batteries or plug in Newton to extend thelife of
your backup battery.

REPLACING THE BACKUP BATTERY

Replace Newton’s backup battery when you get a
messagetelling you to do so, about once a year.

Wannine As you replace the backup battery, pay
attention to the following points:

« Before you begin, make sure the main batteries are
in place. The main batteries protect the information
in Newton’s memory while you're replacing the
backup battery. (You may also plug Newtonin.)

= To replace the battery, follow the instructionsin
this section. Be careful to insert the battery + side up.
Installing the battery incorrectly may cause a hazard.

= Replace the battery only with a Duracell DL2032
3-volt battery or its equivalent, as recommended by
an Apple-authorized reseller.

s Discard used batteries according to the
manufacturer’s instructions,

i Tum off the Newton device.

2 Place Newton screen-side down onto a surface that

won't damage the screen,

3 Use your thumbtoslide off the panel that covers the
batteries,

4 Slide the battery swttch to Replace Backup.

POWER AND BATTERIES {83
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& Use the Newton pen (orsimilar
object} to removethe old
battery.  & Put in the new

Duracell DL2032

3-volt battery or tts
equivalent. Make
sure the battery is
+ side up.

? Sitde the battery switch back to In Use.

& Replace the panel that covers the batteries.

CONSERVING POWER

Newton automatically conserves power by turning off
various circuits when they’re not in use. You can
extend battery life further by doing the following:

» Plug in the power adapter whenever you can.

= Turn Newton off when you’re not usingit.
= Set a shorter time before Newtonturnsitself off.

(See “Adjusting the Sleep Time”later in this chapter.)

« Avoid using the communication port and beaming
frequently while Newton is not plugged in.

a [If you use rechargeable battery packs, follow the
instructions that come with them.

1&4 CHAPTER 23
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&djusting the sleep tire

To save power, Newton automatically “goes to sleep”
after you haven’t usedit for a while. To set the
amount of time before Newton goesto sleep, follow
these steps:

i Tap this button to
open the Extras
Drawer, 
 

 

# Tap Prefs

Frets

3 Tap Sleep...-p-* Sleep

& Tap here to see. Sleep
your choices. a after 1 minute. after 5 minutes

. . eon after 10 minutes
& Tap your choice.---—"-"" after 30 minutesHever

& Tap the X to close
Prefs.

@ Tap the X again to close the Extras Drawer.

TRAVELING WITH THE POWER ADAPTER

The Newton power adapter works with any voltage
from 110 to 230.

POWER AND BATTERIES 185
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Memory

Everything you write in Newton must be stored in one
of two places:

 
in Newtonitself or on an optional storage card

187
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CHOGSING WHERE TO STORE NEW INFORMATION

Most information can be stored on optional storage
cards. To choose where new items will be stored,

see “Storage Card Choices” in Chapter 25.

MOVING IMFORMATION

You can move information back and forth between

Newton’s memory and storage cards, For details, see
“Moving Existing Information To or From a Storage
Card” in Chapter 25.

KEEPING TRACK OF AVAILABLE MEMOEY

Once you use upall the available memory, you can’t
write anything new until you delete some of the old
information orinstall a storage card. To check how
much free memory you have,follow these steps:

+ Tap this button to
open the Extras _—
Drawer.

  

188 CHAPTER 24
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# Tap Prefs.

Frets

3 Tap Memory...---#e* Memory

4& Check the available emery

memory. In this--- tnternal: {Ch inuse. 180K tres
example, Newton
has 180 kilobytes
(K) free.

An average text-only note takes only 0.2K, the average
card only 0.3KIn this example, there’s still plenty of
room.

& Tap the X to close Prefs.

@ Tap the X to close the Extras Drawer.

Note To check how much memory is available on a
storage card, insert the card and Newton will display
a message telling you (Ch. 25),

CONSERVING MEMORY

lf you’re running short on memory—crif you want to
avoid running short—try the following:

' « Delete old items in the Date Book.If you don’t need
to keep your old appointments and to-do items, you
can delete them one at a time, or deleteall items
older than a certain date (Ch. 5).

a Delete items you no longer need from the In Box
(Ch. 12} and the Out Box (Ch. | 3).

MEMORY 189
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a Whenpossible, store your information as typed text
instead of as drawings or original handwriting. Typed
text takes less memory to store, as shownin this
example:

Typed text takes 73 Th1 7me

  DYES,nentHetMoma.
Handwriting tak @tue 6722 - omandwriting takes102 bytes,Hahde-oeeonLenn temone
a Delete notes that take up a lot of memory if you no

longer need them. To see how much memory a note
takes, tap the @ in the separatorbar.

a Geta storage card. Storage cards can store a great
deal of information, and you can use as many as you
like,

mn Removesoftware you’re not using (but keep a
backup copy). (f) Tap Extras; (2) tap Prefs; (3) tap
Memory; (4) tap Remove Software and follow the
instructions on the screen.

To free up room ona storage card, you can also try
the following:

« Remove unneeded backups. {1} Insert the card;
(2) tap Extras; (3) tap Card; (4) tap Remove.

a Remove software you're not using (but keep a
backup copy). (1) Insert the card; (2) tap Extras;
(3) tap Card; (4) tap Remove Software and follow the
instructions on the screen.

190 . CHAPTER 24
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Storage Cards
and Application Cards

Storage cards expand the amountof information
Newton can store, Application cards add more
features to Newton. (You can purchase these cards
many places, including where you bought your
Newton.)

INSERTING AND REMOVING CARBS

Warning You may remove cards while Newton is
on. However, do not remove a card while Newtonis
still using it, or you may lose the information stored
on the card. If you want to remove a card, wait 5~10
seconds after asking to store or read something on
the card.

191
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[Lift up this latch.
me, @ Slide and release

this lever. Me, 
 

“a
me,

3 Removethe

card that's

installed. (You
snould always insert
the plastic card when you're not using
another card.)

& insert the storage or application card with the arrow
on top pointing toward Newton.

& Push the card all the wayin until you feel a click

& Push the latch back down.

# What happens next depends on what sort of card you
installed:

Application card Buttons for the applications on the
card appearin the Extras Drawer. See the next
section,

New storage card A message appears telling you
Newton can't read the card. See "Preparing a New
Sterage Card” later in this chapter.

Previously used storage card A box appears with a
number of choices. See "Storage Card Choices”later
in this chapter.

IMPORTANT After removing a card, always insert
anotherone, or insert the protective plastic card.
You should never use or store Newton while the card slot

is empty.

192 CHAPTER 25
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APPLICATION CARDS

The cards are called application cards because they
contain applications you can apply to specific uses.
Examples of applications include games, collections of
restaurant or movie reviews, or a system to balance
your checkbook.

To use an application that’s on a card, follow these
steps:

I insert the card (as described earlier in this chapter).

 
# Tap this button to

open the Extras9.
Drawer. A button

for your application
appears in the
Extras Drawer.

3 Tap the button for your application and follow the
Instructions tn tts manual.

Note Don’t remove an application card while you're
using the application.

CARDS 193
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STORAGE CARDS

You can use storage cards to store information or to
make a backup copy of the information in Newton.

Which sterage cards cam you use?

You can use any Apple-labeled storage card with
Newton. Other cards may also work, including
SRAM (static random access memory) cards that
have their own batteries. See your reseller or dealer
for moreinformation.

Preparing a new storage card

New storage cards need to be erased and formatted
before you can use them with Newton.

a CoNKoo MIAN nnnaCEESTa ohanne

When you insert a
new storage card, =f

B Do you want to completely erase this
or a storage card Ecard?
that has been used

on a different type
of machine, Newton displays this question. Tap Erase.

: The card you inserted canact be read. 
 

WARNING Tapping Erase erasesall the information on
the card.

After Newton erases and formats the card, a box

appears with a numberof choices. See the next
section.

194 CHAPTER 25
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Storage card choices
This box appears when you insert a storage card, (You

can also see this box by opening the Extras Drawer
and tapping the Card button.)

To store all new Notepad, Name File, and Date Book
items-on this card, tap to mark this box.

To erase all the EEE TE
, \ flash storage card

applications fram | GOK inuse, 1893K free
this card tap here PEED Store newitems on card+ ‘ eo,

To erase the card ene

completely, tapFf
Erase,ve
 

To make a backup copy ofall the information in Newton,
tap Backup (Ch. 26),

To return to your work, tap the xX

Moving information te or from a storage card

You can moveany item in the NameFile or Notepad
to or from a storage card.

i Go to the note or card you want to move.

# Tap the Action button,
 

  
 
 

  
  

3 Tap “Move to Prnthote
lt Fax

card” or "Move Bearn
from card.” (The vette
text depends on Duplicate
where the eg viove to card

information ts.}a
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You can also chooseto store all new Notepad, Name
File, and Date Book items on the storage card by
turning on “Store new items on card” in the Card
area of the Extras Drawer (see the previous section).

Protecting information on a storage card

You can lock a storage card. Whenit’s locked, you
can’t store anything new on it and you can’t move
anything to or from it or delete or change anything
onit (though you can see, copy, and use the
information). To lock a card, follow these steps:

i Remove the card as described earlier in this chapter.

# Slide the protection switch
toward the edge of the
card, as shown on the
card's label.

 

 
To unlock the card again, slide the protection switch
back toward the center of the card.

196 CHAPTER 25
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Changing batteries in a storage care

See the instructions that come with your storage card
to determine whetherthe card has a battery.If it
does, you must change the battery when you see a
message on the Newtonscreentelling you to.

a [o change the battery in an Appie storage card, see
the instructions that come with the card.

m Tochange the Flash storage card

battery in storage 10K inuse, 1893Kfree
id Store mew items on card

cards from other :

manufacturers,

follow these steps: |
(t} Make sure the
card is installed;

(2) if this message box is not already displayed, then
tap the Card button (in the Eetras Drawer); (3) replace
the battery according to the instructions that come
with the card.
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Backup and Restore

To keep your Newton information safe, you should
always have a recent backup copy of your
information. You can keep a backup copy on an
optional storage card or on a computer, using
the optional connection kit.

MAKING A BACKUP COPY ON A STORAGE CARD

i Insert a storage card. (See “Inserting and Removing
Cards" in Ch, 25.)

Vvarning Each storage card can store only one
backup copy. if there’s already a backup stored on
the card, it will be erased to make room for the new

one. (Other information on the card is not erased.)

 
2 Tap this button to

open the Extrasgs:Drawer, I
  

 

199
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4 Tap Backup. “Flashstorage card
When Newton 1oeheeesate
is finished backing=|
up the information,
this message box
goes away. )

 

RESTORING INFORMATION FROM & STORAGE CARD

If something causes you to lose the information stored
in Newton, you can restoreit if you've made a
backup copy on a storage card.

Yearninc Before Newton restores the information

from the storage card, it erases everything already
stored in Newton.

i Insert the storage card that contains the backup copy
you want to restore. (See ‘Inserting and Removing
Cards" in Ch. 25.) ,

 
@ Tap this button to

open the Extrasa. ST :
Drawer,

3 Tap Card.Se a
Card

200 CHAPTER 24
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P| Tap Restore, pr ESSAI HESTE AIRNISL
N : Flash storage card

Vrhen ‘ fF 22K inuse, (861K free

N wt . \ ET Store new items on cardeEwton Is

‘S O£finished restoring \
the information, +

\ E Last Backup
this box goes 6179799 1.03 am
away. | Gstore) (Renews) (escap)& So ROCESS oo Ganoa STSCI osca aos at ooos

& Tap OK to
' Warning! Restore will replace all

continue or tap the information in your Newton
Cancel to stop. with the information in the backup.

OERne

 
 

 
ERASING A BACKUP COPY FROM A

STORAGE CARD

To erase a backup copy from a storage card:

? Insert the storage card (Ch. 25).

2 Tap Extras.

& Tap Card.

4 Tap Remove,

MAKING A BACKUP COPY ON A COMPUTER

If you have an optional connection kit, you can store
backup copies of Newton’s information on your
Macintosh computer or a computer running
Windows. See the manual that comes with your
connection kit for details.

BACKUP 201
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Security

If you store private information on Newton, you may
want to protect it from curious eyes. You can take
any of these three approaches:

= Set a password.

= Keep information on a storage card which you can
lock up.

ms Lock up Newton when you're notusingit.

SETTING A PASSWORD

You can create a password which is required every
time you turn on Newton,

IMPORTANT lf you set a password and thenforgetit,
you will not be able to use your Newton again until
you return it to Apple. Apple may charge a fee to
reset your password,

203
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§ Tap this button to
open the Extras _....
Drawer.  

@ Tap Prefsoro Ocd

Prefs

2 Tap Personal...._---* Personal

4 Tap Set Password.  

 
 

 
& Write the

password here, :
Choose a word

you can remember
but nea one else

can guess. If you choose a nonsense word, you have to
use the on-screen keyboard (Ch. 2). Newton will ask if
you want to enter the nonsense word in the word list.
Tap Yes so Newton can recognize the word when you
enterit later,

& Tap Set.

Note You will be asked to enter the password every
time you turn on Newton. To make sure you don’t
leave Newton on, and thus unprotected, you cantell
Newton to turn itself off after a period of inactivity.
See “Adjusting the Sleep Time” in Chapter 23.

204 CHAPTER 727
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ENTERING A PASSWORD TO use Newronx

After you set a password, you see this message when
you turn on Newton:

i Write the password.

a {Hfit's correct,

this picture goes
away and you can

begin your work.
a lf Newton ‘
doesn't recognize
the word, tap any
of the buttons at

the bottom of

the screen to .%

correct it, \ 
HANGING GR ELIMINATING THE FASSWORD

2 Tap this button to

open the Extras. eT
Drawer.  

& Tap Prefs.ey
oW. ~

Prefs

SECURITY 205
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3 Tap Personal,——~= Personal

4 Tap Set Password.._.2fSerPassword|

& Write your old P laparewerd.
password here.Da.

& Leave this blank See Paseword Se:
empty to eliminate
the password, or
write a new

password to change it.

 

 
F Tap Set.

LISING 4 STORAGE CARR

The most effective way to secure your informationis to
lockit up. If you don’t have room to lock up Newton
itself, you can store the sensitive information on a
storage card, then lock up the storage card when
you're not usingit.

To moveexisting information onto a storage card, see
“Moving Information to or from a Storage Card”in
Chapter 25. To tell Newton to store all new
information on a storage card, see “Storage Card
Choices,” also in Chapter 25.
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Sharp OZ/IQ

 
COPYING INFORMATION FROM SHaRP OZIIG

TO NEWTON

To transfer information from any series 7000, 8000, or
9000 Sharp OZ/IQ device to your Newton,follow
these steps:

i Connect the Sharp device to your Newtonusing a
RS-422 Level Converter (Sharp part number CE! 35T).

% Put the Sharp device into PC Link Mode, See the
manual that came with the device. (On a series 9000,
use “Input Other Format.”)

207
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3 On Newton, tap _
this button to ~
open the Extras
Drawer.

4 Tap this button. __ S~~Be

Sharp

 

% Tap Application, .
then tap the Sharp “~~, Receive SHARP OZ/10 items from
application YOu = PaApplication Telephone 1
want to copy to : Store received ttems
Newton ; ® loternally& .

@aL LRA mre

 
6 if you have a storage card in Newton, choose where

you want to store the new information by tapping
“internally” or “On Card”,

¥ Tap Receive. The Sharp device will say “Sending.”
When it says “<PC Link>" again, the copyis finished.

& Import other applications as you like. When you're
finished, tap the X.

208 CHAPTER 28
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Notes

a To avoid duplication, import each Sharp application
only once.

a Not every Sharp OZ/IQ model has every application.
Consult the manual that came with your device.

n lf Newtontells you it couldn’t import the
information, it may not have enough memory. See
Chapter 24 for suggestions about making more
memory available.

BSAMING TO Of From AN O2/1S Sexes O00

You can beam pieces of information—such as a single
address or appointment—between your Newton and
a series 9000 Sharp OZ/IQ (Ch. 10).

SHARP OF/I1Q 209
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Pieces and Parts

levers

 
 

a

Card latch and eject

  

2h

 

Peraeey

 
a

 

nranil

|

Pen holder 7"

Touch-sensitive

screen %

Power switcha oe
a

aaSpeaker
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Holder for main batteries

 
 

 
 
 
 

Battery switch.__een

Backup battery

Reset button _---"8

Card slot.

Power porta

Communicationa
port

Beam window
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Problems, Questions, and Answers

Look for your problem or question in boldface
letters. If you get stuck, call |-800-SOS-APPL
(|-800-767-2775) in the United States.

MESSAGES FROM Rinwron

When a message appears, you can do the following:

Tap the@to seP ® eo Pree. @ Battery
when the Message The battery is running low. You
Was d | Sp! ayed, need to recharge or changehatteries soon, 
 

Tap the X to close
erwestpe [XX]

the message Dox. __Emeasiaigily

To see recent.
messages, tap the
up arrow.

To see a list of

recent messages,
tap the dot.

206
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_ Newtonis out of memory.
if you get a messagelike this while adding text to a
paragraph, Newton may not really be out of memory.
Try copying the paragraph and deleting the original
(Ch. 2). 7

in most cases, however, the message means you need
te provide Newtan with more memory or delete
some of the information you have stored. You can
provide Newton with mare memory byinserting a
Storage card (Ch. 25).

You canmake more room by deleting information you
no longer need, such as completed to-do items, past
appointments, and outdated notes. For more-
suggestions, see “Conserving Memory’ in Chapter 24.

There is nothing to undo.

Newton can only undo the last two changes you made,
so if you tap Undo more than twicein a row,it can no
longer find anything to undo, There are also some
actions Newton cannot undo, such as backing up and
restoring information.

Newton still needs the card you removed. Please insert
it now.

Reinsert the card. If for some reason the card isn't

available, you can start over by using the Newton pen
to press the Reset button inside the battery
compartment, However, if you do nat reinsert the
card, you may lose the information stored on it.

 

Newton cannot complete this task right now.
Restarting Newton mayfix the problem.

The item you're working on may be too big for
Newton, Restarting Newton by tapping the Restart
button may fix the problem,

714 CHAPTER 10
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YVRITING, DRAWING, ANG THE RECOGNIZERS

| want Newton to convert my handwriting to printed
text, but it doesn’t.

Make sure this text button is darkened.
To avoid having
your letters —
mistaken for

shapes, Make sure
the shape butten Is not darkened.

 
ifthe text button was darkened while you were writing
but your handwnitingstill wasn’t converted, you may
have been doing too many things at once—for
example, sending a fax, receiving beamed information,
and writing all at the same time. Erase the handwritten
text and write it again while Newton isn’t so busy.

 

| saved myoriginal handwriting, Can | convert it to text
now?

No, The text button must be turned on while you
write, or Newton cannot convert your writing to
text. Write the text again with the text recognizer
tumed on.

Newton misinterpreted a word | wrote.

The text recognizer uses wordlists to interpret the
words you're writing. You can use the on-screen
keyboard to enter the word in Newton's wordlist. The
lists are: (1) Newton's own built-in list containing
thousands of words, names, and abbreviations; and (2)
a list of words you teach Newton using the on-screen
keyboard.

= Tocorrect a word, tap it twice and use the
correction keyboard, See “Using the On-Screen
Keyboard” in Chapter2.
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a Make sure ‘words in word lists’ is checked in the

Recognizers preferences area. See “Recognition
Preferences” in Chapter2.
x Check the options in the Handwriting Style
preferences area to make sure they reflect your own
writing Style.

Newton interprets my handwriting too slowly.

Follow the suggestions in ‘improving Text Recognition”
in Chapter 2.

When| erase by scrubbing, the scrub mark turns into a
drawing.

Try again, using a VWV-shaped zigzag—it shouid have at
least four lines joined at sharp angles (Ch. 2),

Long jagged lines appear on the screen while i’m writing
or drawing.

Be careful not to rest your hand on the screen while
youre writing or drawing.

When| write numbers, names, phone numbers, dates,
or times, Newton interprets them as words.

Make sure you have the appropriate “numbers,”
“telephone numbers,” “dates,” or "tires of day”
options checked in the Recognizers preferences area.
See Recognition Preferences” in Chapter 2.

Newton changes my drawings to something else.

The shape recognizer can clean up your shapes. Turn
off the shape recognizer or adjust the settings in the
Recognizers preferences area (Ch. 2).

My writing or drawing doesn’t appear under thetip of
the pen.

You should realign the pen and the screen. (1) Tap
Extras; (2) tap Prefs; (3) tap Pen Alignment; (4) tap
Realign.
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POWER AND BATTERISS

i can’t turn Newton on.

w if you have connected the power adapter to
Newton, make sure it's plugged into a working outlet. If
t's plugged into a powerstrip, make sure the power
strip is turned on.

a Ifyou are using batteries, try a fresh set. See
“Replacing the Main Batteries” in Chapter 23.

mn Make sure the switch in the battery compartmentis
set to In Use (Ch, 23}.

| can’t move the switch in the battery compartmentto
change the batteries.

The switch is designed to prevent you fram removing
both the main and backup batteries at the same time,
which could cause you to lose all the information
stored in Newton.

a ifthe battery switch is stuck in the Replace Backup
position, make sure the small round backup battery is
completely and correctly installed.

a ifthe battery switch is stuck in the Replace Main
position, make sure the battery holder {or the
rechargeable battery pack) is completely and correctly
instalied,

My batteries don’t last as long as they used to.

Setting Newton to receive beams automatically
(Receiving Beams Automatically” in Ch. 10} uses
extra battery power, Also, the more you use the
communication port for faxing, mailing, and printing,
the faster the batteries will run out. See Chapter 23 for
Suggestions on saving power.

if you're using rechargeable batteries, they may have
reached the end oftheir life. Dispose of them safely
and legally and get some new ones.
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PASSyvORDS

| forgot my Newton password.

You must return Newton to someone authorized

to reset the password. In the United States, call
|-B00-SOS-APPLfor instructions,

| remember my Newton password but Newton doesn’t
recognize it when| writeit.

Tap the misinterpreted password twice and correct it
(“Correcting a Misinterpreted Word or Changingit
Back to Handwriting” in Ch. 2).

| forgot my e-mail password.

Cail |-800-SOS-APPL and be prepared to give your
identifying password (whatever you wrotein the
“Password Venfication’’ blank while registering your
account—perhaps your mother’s maiden name).

‘HE SCREEN

Long jagged lines appear on the screen while I’m writing
or drawing,

Be careful not to rest your hand on the screen while
you're writing or drawing.

The screen appears toolight or too dark.

a Adjust the contrast control in the Extras Drawer.

= Adjust your viewing angle. |

x Make sure Newton is at room temperature.

If you adjust the contrast so far in one direction that
you can no longer see the screen, tap Undo.If that
doesn't work, tap 4" (0.6 cm) above the up arrow.
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PRINTING AMI MAHING

My return address is missing from faxes or printouts.

Fill in your personal information in the Personal
preferences area (Ch. | 7).

Printing didn’t work, :

m Make sure you have selected the correct type
of printer. See “Choosing the Printer Type” in
Chapter 8.
a Check all the cable connections.

a jJurn the printer off, wait 30 seconds, then turn it
back on.

| tried to send mail but couldn't.

a Make sure the phone number is correct in the Mail
preferences area,

a Check the modem cables.

mw Unplug the modem, wait 5 seconds, then plugit in
again.

a [ry again. Many mail problems are temporary.

CSOTHER

Newtonis wet.

Yaanine If Newton gets wet while it’s pluggedin,
you run the risk of electrocution. Turn off the circuit
it’s plugged into before you do anything else.

You should not allow Newton to become wet.

However,if it does get wet, remove the main batteries
and allow the unit to dry for at least 24 hours.

The time or date is wrong.

Sei the time zone (Ch. 21} then go to Prefs and set
the date and time (Ch. 17).
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| tapped some buttons and now | don’t know where
ham,

Go back to the Notepad by putting away everything
else on your screen, To put away something, tap the x
in the corner.

Many of my notes or cards seem to be missing.

a You may have asked to see only one folder. To
choase to see all folders, see “Looking at One Folder
or at All Folders” in Chapter 7, choosing to seeall.

a Ifyou use a storage card, it may not beinstalled.

Newton dialed the wrong number.

You may not haveset all your calling opttons correctly
for the phone fram which you are placing the call. See
“Calling Options” in Chapter !4.

| get a message telling me | can’t store anything ona
storage card becauseit’s protected.

Unprotect the card as described in Chapter 25.
Undo doesn’t work.

The Undo button only undoes changes to your
information, It doesn’t affect navigation—going from
one area te another, moving up and down with the
arrow button, and so on. It also doesn’t affect backing
up or restoring,

| want to erase everything stored in Newton.

Before you erase everything, make a backup copy
(Ch. 26). To erase everything, remove the back cover,
use the Newton pen to press the recessed reset
button (Ch. 29), and while it’s pressed tum on Newton
and release the reset button.
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Date and Time Formats

Newton can recognize a wide variety of formats for
dates and times. The formats you can use depend on
which country you’ve chosen in the Locale
preferences area (Ch. 17). The capitalization of
words doesn’t matter.

DIATES

a If the date is within a week from today, you can write
the full English name of the day. You can abbreviate
the name by using thefirst three letters. You can also
use “Tues” for Tuesday, “Thur” and “Thurs” for
Thursday.

Examples Monday and Mon (Works the same inall
countries.)

22)
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= {f the date is within a year from today, you can write
the date and the English name of the month, You can
abbreviate the month with three letters or write it in

numbers. You can also abbreviate Septemberas
“Sept”.

_ US and Canada examples

September 29, Sep 29, 9/29, 9-29, 09/29, 09-29

UK examples

September 29, Sep 29, 29/9, 29/09, 29-9, 29-09

Canada (French focale) and Australia examples

29 September, 29 Sep, 29/9, 29/09, 29-9, 29-09

a To specify dates completely, you can write the date,
the year, and the English name of the month. You can
abbreviate the month with three letters or write it in

numbers. You can use two orfourdigits to specify
- the year.

U.S, and Canada examples

September 29, 1993; September 29, 93; Sep 29, 93;
9/29/93; 9/29/1993; 9-29-93; 09/29/93: 09-29-93

UK examples

September 29, 1993; September 29, 93; Sep 29, 93;
2HVI3; 29/09/93; 29-9-93; 29-09-93

Canada (French locale) and Australia examples

29 September 93; 29 September 1993; 29 Sep 93;
29/9/93; 23/09/93: 29-9-93; 29-09-93
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“PIPES

The way Newton interprets a time is the same no
matter what country you’ve chosen in the Locale
preferences area. However,if you chose “Canadian
(French locale},” Newton will display times in
24-hour format—for example, it will display 23:15
instead of 11:15 PM. You can write AM and Pm with or

without periods, though Newton can recognize them
better without.

Examples

1:35 PM; 13:35 pm; | 1:00 PM; 11 PM; 23:35; 23

OATE AND TIME FORMATS 223
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The Appie Publishing System
This Apple manual was written, edited, and produced on a desktop

publishing system using Apple Macintosh computers and QuarkXPress.
Technicalillustrations were drawn in AdobeIllustrator; screen shots
were created and modified with system software, Exposure Pro, Aldus

SuperPaint, and Adobe Photoshop, Proof pages were created on Apple
LaserWriter printers and on Tektronix color printers. Final pages were
output directly to separated film on a PostScript™-driven imagesetter.

Text type is Adobe Gill Sans, Ornaments are custom symbols designed
for Apple Computer,

PastSeript, the LaserWriter page-description language, was developed
by Adobe Systems Incorporated.
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